Take a bow
letters of appreciation for jobs well done reach lewis personnel through channels,
with the result that only a few persons share the kudos and congratulations. Oftentimes,
those who deserve the most credit spend the least amount of time seeking it. Well, thE
Lewis News and the A warcness Committee feel that those who truly deserve to take a
bow should be recognized! Consequently, the lewis News from time-to-time will re-prim
excerpts from recent letters of commendation to Lewis employees and groups from insti·
tutiuns or individuals. Here are some recent ones. . .

Take a bow.....Harold Zager and Raymond Sotos
K. Shiraishi, project manager, Second Engineering Department of Mitsubishi Aircraft,
Inc., of San Angelo, Texas, was a pleased man indeed for the assistance Zager and Sotos
gave during the company's tests on the MU-300 aircraft in the Icing Research Tunnel.
Wrote Shiraishi: "We are very appreciative of the extra time you allotted us so that we
could complete the tests. You and your staff worked very hard on our behalf and we
thank you."
Spotlight on..... Bob Walker, Sandy Kocsis, Linda Zemanek, Basil Kluchnik, Charles
Noe and the entire staff of the Equipment and Supply Division.
Charles L. Wagner, Director of Supply and Equipment Management, NASA Head
quarters, wrote glowing praise "for the outstanding job the division did as host of the
12th Annual Supply and Equipment Management Conference. My staff and I rank this
conference as one of the most stimulating and successful ever."
Take a bow again, Harold Zager.
Another company, Key Industries, of San Antonio, Texas, also added its thanks to
Harold for the assistance and cooperation given that company during the MU-300 air
craft tests. Kenneth E. Yeoman, President, wrote: "The guidance you gave us based on
your experience was invaluable and was a significant factor leading to tests of the shielded
horn configuration.''
Spotlight on.....Bruce Banks and Albert Weigand
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OTIS C.GOODEN
Otis C. Gooden, programmer trainee, Computer Ser
vices Division, recently earned a Bachelor's degree in
mathematics from Cleveland State University. The young
man in a hurry will also receive a degree this summer in
electrical engineering from Cleveland State. And he also
has begun work toward a Master's degree.
Otis cannot remember when he did not want to work
at Lewis and intends to remain here and advance in his
area of expertise.
He lives with a younger brother who is attending Cleve
land State University and enjoys playing baseball and
racquetball during his spare time.

Rafael Sanabria and Olga
Gonzalez Sanabria are hus
band and wife and are also
engineers from Puerto
Rico. Rafael, aerospace
engineer, of the Engineer
ing Design Division, is
working on purchasing an
actuator and installing it
with the help of research
and design engineers.
He won a scholarship to
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he
earned a Bachelor's degree
in chemical engineering. Be
fore his marriage last year
he worked at General Elec
tric in Schenectady, New
York, employed in the
energy systems program
department.
Olga Gonzalez Samabria
graduated from the Uni
versity of Puerto Rico in
1978. She is a chemical
engineer in the Solar &
Electochemistry Division,
working on research and
development of batteries
silver zinc and nickel zinc
and on polymeric separa
tors.
The couple met in Puerto
Rico during summer jobs at
Sun Oil Company, and are
now living m North
Olmsted.
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OLGA SANABRIA

RAFAEL SANABRIA

... IR-100 Awards

NASA NEWS BRIEFS
Satellite Aids Mexico
In Rescue Effort

(Continued From Page 1)

IR-100 Award Performance
Lewis
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
TOTAL

Entries

Winners

1
4
5
4
1
4
5
6
6
5
7
8
8
7
9
7
8
9
8
7

1
1
2
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
5
5
3
3
1
3
4
4
4

LEWIS
LANGLEY
MARSHALL
HEADQUARTERS
JET PROPULSION
GODDARD

48
10
1
1
1
2

119

48

ALL NASA

63

sky" will have handling capabili
ty for 60,000 voice messages,
video pictures and computer data
transmissions routed directly to
users via low-cost terminals.
For the servomechanism de
velopment, Stuart Loewenthal
and Bruce Steinetz teamed up
with researchers from General
Electric. The product has addi
tional applicability for aircraft
wing v· ot mechanisms, tank turf
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(Continued From Page 1)

generate a substantial and conti
nuing dialogue between Lewis
technical staff and industry
representatives.
But business people are by no
means the only beneficiaries of
Lewis· Cleveland location.
While Lewis does not include
biomedical research among its
programs, it has become involv
ed in a number of Cleveland-area
biomedical projects as part of its
··good neighbor' policy. Among
these are communications
systems for surgical suites, the
.. fast neutron" cyclotron for
cancer therapy. emergency
medical service communications
and dispatch systems. and battery
packs for surgical instruments.
Lewis Research Center also
undertakes cost-shared tech
nology transfer projects in
cooperation with outside
organizations, most of which ad
dress a specific problem area.
such as gearing or energy
D
storage.

Finn Is Speaker at
Aerospace Symposium

Dr. Terence T. Finn, Deputy
Director, Office of Space Station,
NASA Headquarters is keynote
speaker for "Man's Permanent
Presence in Space," the 3rd An
nual Aerospace Technlogy Sym
posium to be held at the Univer
sity of New Orleans on
November 7 and 8.
Lewis, Goddard, Marshall,
Johnson and Kennedy Space
Centers each will make presenta
tions on "Space Station-The
Next Logical Step" at the open
ing day plenary session.
D

All-Time Winners (as of 1985)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

General Electric Co.
Varian Associates, Inc.
All NASA
Westinghouse Electric
NASA Lewis Research Center
Dow Chemical Co.
Union Carbide Corp.
Nat. Bureau of Standards
Hewlett-Packard Co.
RCA Corp.

155
66
63
56
48
44
43
42
35
34

NASA Winners

ret aiming actuators and other
heavy mechanism requiring very
accurate pointing and tracking
control.
For the rotary-power transfer

IR-100 competition from I 966,
Lewis has captured, every year
but one, at least one of the annual
100 awards conferred for out
standing research contributions.
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NASA's ATS-3 communications satellite, located at 105 degrees
west longitude, through its control center at Malabar, Florida, pro
vided critical communications support of the international rescue ef
forts of the Ameriqn Red Cross and the Pan American World Health
Organization following the recent Mexico City earthquake. The voice
communications link with the outside world was crucial since the
earthquake disrupted all other forms of communication.
During a direct radio communication from Mexico City, George
Manno, director of media relations for the Red Cross, said: "The
ATS-3 satellite is providing us with a most critical communications
link to the rest of the world.'' As soon as the disaster struck, the ATS
emergency preemption plan was implemented. Within 24 hours,
ATS-3 was on the air and giving priority to satellite communications
traffic involving the emergency rescue operations.

Educational Plans Set
For Mission 51-L

Live lessons to classrooms around the country and scientific
demonstrations filmed for use in educational products are just some
of the activities that will be involved with Shuttle Mission 51-L and
the flight of the first Space Flight Participant. Christa McAuliffe, the
finalist in the NASA Teacher in Space Project, along with Barbara
Morgan, the back-up candidate, reported to NASA's Johnson Space
Center, Houston recently to begin training which will continue until
the flight of 51-L now set for launch no earlier than January 22, I 986.
NASA plans for a direct satellite broadcast and schools will be able
to observe lessons from space. Along with participating in in-flight
activities which will be filmed and later used in educational products,
McAuliffe will conduct two live lessons from space: one that will
allow students to compare daily life on the Shuttle to that on Earth,
and another exploring the advantages of manufacturing in the
microgravity environment, highlighting technological advances that
evolve from the space program and projecting the future of humans
in space.

Saluting Our Tech Briefs New Portrait Emerges
Of Giacobini-Zinner
HEY! HEY! HEY!

Tali Spalvins

makes it

56*

today
*Number of Lewis Staffers submitting
approved Tech Briefs so far in 1985

The 55 others:
Richard DeLombard • John Smithrick • Michelle Manzo • Olga
Gonzalez-Sanabria • Daniel Soltis • James Gauntner • Albert
Kaufman • Walter Merrill • Ronald Steinke • Michael Mirtich
• James Sovey • Bruce Banks • Fredric Harf • Carl Daniele •
Carl Lorenzo • Bonnie McBride • Irving Weinberg • Henry
Brandhorst • Raymond Vannucci • Suzanne Gooder • Donald
Schultz • Albert Weigand • Robert Cunningham • Sharon
Rutledge • Eliseo DiRusso • Robert Frye • Bruce Steinetz •
Stuart Lowenthal • David Ercegovic • Curtis Walker • Carl
Norgen • Russell Jlrberg • David Sagerser • Thomas Moore
• Gary Roberts • Richard Lauver • Dale Arpasi • Jerrold Wear
• Robert Jones • Arthur Trout • Bonnie McBride • Robert
Buzzard • Bernard Gross • George Succop • Edward Generazio
• Thomas Kascak • Donald Roth • Lorra Rieker • Mark
Hoberecht • David Hull • Frank Zeleznik • Dennis Townsend
• Erwin Zaretsky • Paul Aron and Herbert Scibbe.

Thanks to all from the
Lewis Technology Utilization Office
Dan Soltis (chief), BIii Waters, Steve Riddlebaugh
MS 7-3. PABX 3-5568, 3-5563, 3-5571

U.S., French, \\:'est German and United Kingdom scientists have
completed preliminary findings from the Sept. 11 encounter of
NASA's International Cometary Explorer (ICE) spacecraft with comet
Giacobini-Zinner. The encounter, which took place 44 million miles
from Earth, was the first comet intercept in history. At least 300,000
miles before ICE reached the comet, the spacecraft detected high
speed, heavy-ion beams (made up of electrified atomic or molecular
particles) never before found in space. ICE scientists are theorizing
that these beams were actually low-speed molecules which had escaped
from the comet, become ionized by solar ultraviolet light, then turn
ed around and accelerated back-by the supersonic solar wind
towards the comet as particle beams.
The comet did not have the sharply-defined bow shock. Instead,
the comet was preceded by a broad, U-shaped, turbulent interaction
region as it plowed through the slower wind of interplanatary space.
The ICE-gathered data confirmed what cometary scientists had
postulated about the comet's plasma tail-that it was threaded by
hairpin-shaped, magnetic-field lines captured from the solar wind,
with its electrified gases both denser and colder than those of sur
rounding solar wind.

Earth Habitability
Study Is Urged

The Earth's environment, as we now know it. may be in jeopardy.
said Dr. Burton I. Edelson, NASA Associate Administrator for Space
Science and Applications, at the recent 36th Congress of the Interna
tional Astronautical Federation in Stockholm. Addressing a Global
Habitability seminar, Edelson said: "Resources, once thought to be
limitless, are slowly being depleted; Earth's atmosphere is changing.
and some of its life forms are threatened. It is imperative that we.
as scientists and engineers, take action now to maintain the quality
of life on our planet and improve its biological productivity."
Edelson pointed out that although much has been accomplished in
planetary science since the beginning of space flight 28 years ago,
a great deal remains to be learned about Earth. Calling for an inter
national study effort, Edelson said. "Our sophisticated spacecraft,
new air, sea and space-borne sensors. and enormous computing
capability will enable us to measure. monitor. model and finally begin
to understand the Earth as a system. This mission to plahet Earth could
unlock the secrets of life itself."
(Continued On Page 3)
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Bruce A. Banks

Donald L. Chubb

James D. Cawley

Robert E. Cunningham

Randall F. Gahn

David P. Fleming

Ben T. Ebihara

3

Norman H. Hagedorn

At recent Inventors Day Luncheon program award ceremonies
coordinated by the Lewis Awareness Office, 32 Lab inventors who have
had patents issued in 1985 were honored on behalf of all the
Center inventors, including three Lewis Inventors of the YearRandall F. Gahn and Norman H. Hagedorn of the Power Technology Division
(who share a patent), and Leonard J. Westfall of the Materials Division.
At the April 17 event, Chief Counsel William H. Brahms presented
the inventors and Center Deputy Director John M. Klineberg offered
congratulations and the award plaques and also discussed the
importance of patents in providing a valuable national resource.
Pictured here are the attending Inventors Day awarded patentees.

Richard W. Lauver

Li Chen Hsu

.
I

Olga D.
Gonzalez-Sanabria

Warren H. Philipp

Ruth H. Pater

Michael J. Mirtich

Dean W. Sheibley

Stephan Stecura

James L. Smialek

Edward L. Warren

George C. Rybicki

James S. Sovey

Leonard J. Westfall
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Sustained Superior Performance Awards
Office
0130
0155
0180

376 Special Achievement
Awards Granted In
First Part Of FY 1988
A Special Achievement Award is a lump-sum cash award that
can be given to NASA employees for sustained superior perfor
mance, a special act or service, or group achievement.
Since December of 1987, 18 Sustained Superior Performance
Awards have been granted, and 65 Special Act or Service
Awards have been issued to Lewis employees. In addition, 282
members of 35 teams received Group Achievement Awards .
The following individuals can take pride in knowing that they
have substantially contributed to achieving Lewis missions.

Of The Director
Jean Chapman
Jon Wetherholt
Alberta Gooden

Administration And
Computer Services
Directorate
1140
Leroy McCreary
17 IO
Beverly Sage
1730
Lorraine Davies

Aeronautics
Directorate
2610
Meng-Sing Liou
2750
Marcia Bellamy

Technical Services
Directorate
70 IO
Lauren Yost
7460
Randy Malmfeldt

Engineering
Directorate
4000
Sharon Huber
4110
Deborah Yolan
4130
Nancy Baronie
4300
Carole Roskilly

Space Station
Systems Directorate
8520
John Ewashinka
8600
Stacy Corban
8710
Richard Wulf

Aerospace Technology
Directorate
5230
Gerald Brown

Special Act Or Service Awards
Office Of The Director
0173
Loretta Shaw
Administration And
Computer Services
Directorate
1101
Carol Mehallick
1110
Dennis Conrad
1110
Carole Demongeot
Linda Elonen-Wright
1350
Lawrence Macfarland
1390
Margit Comer
1730
Dennis Dubyk
1910
Aeronautics
Directorate
2420
James Biaglow
2420
Wojciech Rostafinski

2420
2620
2620
2630
2640
2640
2650
2650
2660
2700
2710
2730
2770
2770
2780
2830
2840
2850

Leo Franciscus
Robert Steinberg
Anthony Williams
Jose Sanz
Steven Hippensteele
Chi Wang
David Bittker
Roger Svehla
Robert Porro
Edward Willis , Jr.
Roger Werner
Dorothy Goebel
Gary Podboy
Eugene Krejsa
Deborah Cotleur
Robert Hanlon
Alvin Buggele
Martin Ginley

Office Of The
Comptroller
3360
Ronald Alexander
3370
Linda Trimmer
Engineering Directorate
4010
Annie Easley
4120
Robert Post
4210
Scott Graham
4220
Donald Perdue
4230
Theodore Mockler
4230
Sybil Morren
Raymond Lacovic
4230
4320
Thomas Cressman
David Petrarca
4330
4330
John Woloschak, Jr.
4340
Eric Olsen

Aerospace Technology
Directorate
5210
Carol Ginty
5220
Judy Krugman
Neal Wingenfeld
5350
Harvey Bloomfield
5400
William Frey
5410
Olga Gonzaez-Sanabria
5420
Doris Britton
5420
John Smithrick
5420
5430
Marjorie Fuller
Roy Tew , Jr .
5460
5470
Norman Grier
5630
Robert Romanofsky

Technical Services
Directorate
Richard Gilmour
7230
7410
Helen Zitello
7430
Johnny Napier
7430
Gregory Blank
7440
David Mount
7650
Lloyd Egbert
Space Station Systems
Directorate
Kent Jefferies
8510
William Johnson
8520
Thomas Cahill
8520
Michael Mackin
8830

Space Flight Systems
Directorate
6110
Robert Gunderman
David Francisco
6750

Group Achievement Awards
2600 Div Best Paper
Author Team For 1987
2430
Felix Torres
2640
Steven Hippensteele
Louis Russell
2640
Endwall Heat
Transfer Team
Robert Boyle
2630
2640
Louis Russell
Development Of
20 kHz Testbed
1330
Eileen Cox
1330
Jerri Mattingly
1370
William Belter
7250
Gerald Hill
7250
Alfred Lajewski
7250
Joseph Yuhas
7260
Shelton Beasley , Jr.
8810
George Kopasakis
8810
John Taylor
Irving Hansen
8820
8820
Frederick Wolff
Anastacio Baez
8830
8830
Kevin Carmichael
8830
Michael Mackin
8830
Theodore Wright
8910
Daniel Chrulski
Wilbur Knapp
8910
8910
Thomas Vasek
Hybrid Testbed w/Solar
Dynamic Simulator
Raymond Beach
8830
Narayan Dravid
8830
Marton Forkosh
8830
Gerald Sadler
8810
Balazs Hatvani
8820
8910
Frank Gati
8910
Thomas Jett
8910
Lawrence Trash
EEO Counselors
1940
Pamelia Caswell
2710
Susan Johnson
5140
Wilfredo Morales
5250
George Succop
7340
Joseph Joyce

PLF Activation An~
Duct/Ejector Tests
2820
Richard Barth
2850
Benjamin Dastoli
2750
Rudolph Grey
Douglas Harrington
2750

ASM International
Materials Week Booth
5120
Joseph Stephens
5140
Talivaldis Spalvins
5160
Carl Stearns
Paul Kick
1910

Training Room Committee
3200
George Barber
3210
Mary Beranek
Susan Mills
3230
3250
Margie Joyner

1987 Aeropropulsion
Conference
5110
John Gayda
Pamela Brindley
5120
5130
James Kiser
5140
Harold Sliney
5150
Michael Meador
5160
Carl Stearns

Pricing Assistance Group
Katherine Martin
3360
Erick Lupson
3360
Engineering And Fab.
Composite Rate Team
1340
Robert Harsany
1340
Melva Schwartz
William Jadacek
3110
Daniel Walker
3110
David Hale
3120
3130
Martin Jacob
3210
Mary Beth Celebrezze
Joseph Ferguson
3250
Alex Pucci, Jr .
4020
4020
Earl Bloam
4020
Linda McAllister
7400
Charles Slauter
D-K
Michael Hoyman
SYER Luanna Katz
SYER Jane Rowe
Space Station SEB
Housing Support Group
3370
Angel Pagan
Florence Shiner
3380
Lois Wolfe
8000
8100
John Carpenter
8100
Anthony Long
8730
James Calogeras
Arcjet
5320
5330
5330

Life Test Team
Terry Hardy
Francis Curran
Thomas Haag

SITE Project Development
Team (Phase 1)
5630
Regis Leonard
5640
Kurt Shalkhauser
Joseph Harrold
5650
5650
James Budinger
5650
Elaine Daugherty
William Ivancic
5650
Thor Kramarc;.huk
5650
Lawrence Nagy
5650
5650
Mary Jo Shalkhauser
5650
Monty Andro
5660
Godfrey Anzic
5660
Martin Conroy
5660
Gene Fujikawa
5660
Robert Kerczewski
Gerald Chomos
5660
Robert Brej
7260
Gerald Buchar
7260
John Calderon
7260
Norman Melnyk
7260
Raymond Viancourt
7260
Alan Saunders
Ret.
Donald Ohlemacher
Ret.
Directorate Survey Team
Judith Dempsey
1701
Michael Csuti
1701
1701
Mary Moore

Center Reorganization
Move Team
Karen Marstellar
1360
Daniel Cica
1390
Phyllis Geffert
1390
Christopher Kennedy
1710
Steve Lukac
1710
Res.
Mona Shopoff
Andrew Pindor
Ret.
CORT Donna Petrosky
BNDX William Burke
BNDX Dave Kifer
BNDX James Kriso
CORT Mary Beth Bogdan
SYER Bob Ditirro
D-K
Joseph McMillen
IDGE Team
7440
Robert Everett
7440
Thomas YanNuyen
Hypersonic Models Team
Kenneth Guinta
7440
7440
Ronald MacTaggart
Walter Hendricks
7440
NASP Forebody Sim.
Experimental Program
Thomas Cmarik
7230
Robert Kinas
7230
Robert McCluskey
7230
CE-22 Redesigned Thrust
Measurement System
7230
John Cotter
7230
Larry Jones
Acrylic Transition And
Exhaust Nozzle
William Young
7430
7450
Randall Kwasny
7450
Herbert Lawrence, Jr.
7450
Herbert Stannert

Combustion Research
Laboratory Support
Danis Arthur
7290
William Furfaro, Jr.
7290
Richard Gardin
7290
Pablo Gutierrez
7290
Daryl Hemminger
7290
James Kovach
7290
Louis Kren
7290
Donna Miller
7290
Robert Pelaez
7290
Edward Pluta
7290
Robert Robinson
7290
Roger Scheman
7290
John Svoboda
7290
Melvin Thomas
7290
Robert Vanek
7290
Michael Zelek
7290
SPRE Testbed
Buidup Team
James Loew
0300
Gerald Bockmiller
7230
Thomas Doeberling
7230
Leon Dozier
7230
Eugene Farkas
7230
Gary Lorenz
7230
Roger Meredith
7240
ESCORT-D
Implementation Team
Susan Button
1330
F. Peter Michaelis
1330
June Thompson
1330
Robert Weigand
1360
William Belter
1370
Eugene ltean
1370
Robert Kannenberg
1370
Leslie Kee
1370
Walter Ponevacs
1370
Joseph Rossoll
1370
Gayle Roth
1370
Robert Setter
1370
Dennis Fronek
2850
Steve Gonczy
2850
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National Hispanic Heritage Week
Honored Women's Contributions
National Hispanic Heritage Week
was commemorated during the
week of September 12-17. The
Lewis Hispanic Advisory Group
presented a program geared
toward this year's theme, "Five
Hundred Years of Hispanicr
Heritage. . . the Women'sr
Contribution."r
Two films, each produced
to highlight struggles, successes,
motivation, and culture were part
of the program. Olga Gonzalez
Sanabri a, of the Powerr
Technology Division, was a panel
member in the film "Hispanic
Journal Part II,'' which queried
eight career wonnen about ther
struggles and successes en
countered in their chosen field.r
Lynn Bondurant, chief of the
Educational Services Office,
discussed services offered by his
branch, and an overall view of
student programs availabler

through Personnel was presentedr
by Eric Laubacher and Patr
Zamaria. The focus of the presen
tations was to show Hispanic
employees what Lewis has to of
fer to women. "Five Hundredr
Years of Hispanic Heritage...the
Women's Contribution" program
is available on tape. Contactr
Gilda Jacinto, chairperson, atr
3-6762.r
The Hispanic Advisory Group
fully supports the goal of motiva
tion, encouragement, and support
of students-the next generation
to enter the workforce. Ther
group's objective is to advise and
assist the Hispanic Employment
program manager in achieving
the objectives and goals of the
Hispanic Employment Program
at Lewis. New members are being sought. For more informa
tion, contact Gilda Jacintor
(3-6762).r

,�
c
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w
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Diana Centeno-Gomez presents a cenificate of achievement to Deputy Director
Larry Ross during a Hispanic Week presentation.r

Change Of Address
Requests

The Great Lakes Theater is
sponsoring "Northern Ohio's
Celebration of Hispanic Arts
and Culture. " The program
runs through November 27.
For a free brochure, call
241-6115.

If you're moving and/or need
changes made on your Lewis
News mailing label, please
notify Nazha "Nickie" Fadil
of the Public Affairs Office,
MS 3-11, 433-2944.

Retirement

Some people, aware that
federally-owned buildings have
implemented a smoking policy,
are curious about why smoking is
permitted in Lewis' conference
rooms and hallways.
The federal law about smoking
in government-owned buildings
applies only to buildings manag
ed by the GSA (like the Federal
Building downtown). GSA regu
lations do not apply to the NASA
field centers. Headquarters is
housed in GSA-managed build
ings and, therefore, must comply
with the GSA regulations.
At Lewis a committee has been
selected to formulate and imple
ment a pilot smoking policy.
Committee members include
representatives from the
American Federation of Govern
ment Employees, Local 2182
(AFGE) and the Lewis Engineers
and Scientists Association, IFPTE Local 28 (LESA), the Person
nel Division, the Facility
Engineering Division, the Safety
Office, Plant Services and Fire
Protection, the Office of the Chief
Counsel, and the Environmental
Health and Chemical Analysis
Branch. The team is attempting to
identify smoking and nonsmoking
areas in two selected Lewis
buildings.
Establishing a no-smoking
policy at Lewis will take some
time because it is recognized that
smokers have rights too. For
now, it is best to politely ask a
smoker to put out a cigarette or
cigar, and for smokers to
recognize when they are in areas
where smoke will bother
nonsmokers. Attempts will be
made to avoid assigning smokers
and nonsmokers to common of
fices where possible. There are
conference rooms and sections of
cafeterias, etc. which are
designated nonsmoking areas.
Also, smoking is prohibited on
the lab buses.

Lewis Newsline
Space Station Update Is Next
Research & Technology Briefing
Thomas Cochran, deputy director of Space Station Systems, will give
an "Update on Space Station" at the next Research and Technology
briefing on November 8, at 11 a.m. in the Ad. Bldg. Auditorium.
Research and Technology briefings take place the first Wednesday
of every month.

Lewis To Host First Annual HITEMP Review
The first annual High Temperature Engine Materials Program
(HITEMP) Review will be held November 9-lO, 1988, at the DEB
auditorium. Over 30 presentations, primarily by Lewis authors, will
be made at the two-day event.
1 The HITEMP program was initiated in FY'88 with the objective
to develop materials and structural technology to support propulsion
systems for 21st century civil transport aircraft. These high perfor
mance systems will need revolutionary advances in composite
materials and structural analysis to produce engines with increased
fuel economy, improved reliability, and extended lives.
For more information, and to register, call 3-8358.

AFGE Local 2182 To Meet November 2
AFGE Local 2182 will hold its monthly General
Meeting Wednesday, November 2, at the
American Legion Clifton Post No. 421,
Brookpark and West 220th St. The meeting wilJ
start promptly at 4:30 p.m. and address the
business for the month. Refreshments will be
served following the conclusion of the meeting.

In Memory

In Appreciation

In memory of Mary P.
Sendry.
To a unique group of people,
the Ex-107 Unit Supervisors, Mr.
Robert Collins, Mr. Ray
Gierowski, Mr. Bill Harris, and
Mr. Charles Klein-Thanks.

I would like to express my ap
preciation for the many expres
sions of concern provided by
members of the Lewis staff dur
ing the recent Joss of my son.
Your support during this difficult
period has been an uplifting ex
perience for both my wife and
myself.

-1.J. Wade/la

-Ronald E. Everett

Ski Club Invites Skiers Of All Skill
Levels To Membership Meeting

,...
i
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eoulson M. Scheuermann,
Materials Division, retired
September 30 with 28 years of
NASA service.
The Lewis News is publishoo bi
weekly for Lewis Research Center
employees, contractors and retirees
by the Center's Public Affairs Office.

Do you like to ski or want to learn
how? Consider joining the Lewis
Ski Club. Its members include all
ages and levels of ski enthusiasts
-from novice to expert.
Throughout the ski season, the
club organizes a variety of skiing
opportunities from weekly
outings and lessons at local ski
areas to weekend trips to larger
ski resorts.
To kick off the 1988-89 ski
season, the Lewis Ski Club is
holding a general membership
meeting Tuesday, November I,
at 4:45 p.m. in the Ad. Bldg.
Auditorium. If you· re interested
in meeting fellow skiers for fun
during the winter, make plans to

Editor..........Eden Le Bouton

DEADLINES: News items and brief an
nouncements for publication in the Nov.
l 0 issue must be received no later than
Oct. 28. Deadline for the Nov. 25 issue
is Nov. 10. Feature articles and ideas for
articles are always welcome.
Address: Lewis News, MS 3-11. NASA
Lewis Research Center. 21000 Brookpark
Rd.. Cleveland. OH 44135.
Phone: (216) 433-2888.
U.S. G.P.O. 1988

Smoking Policy In
Planning Stages

646-041/80008

HATS OFF TO
DONATING BLOOD
November 16 and I 7, 1988
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Ad. Bldg. Auditorium

SEE YOU THERE!

MANY MEMBERS OF THE MATERIALS DIVISION and some from
the Instrumentation and Control Technology Office attended an Ollidation
of High-Temperature Intennetallics workshop September 22-23 at the
Westlake Holiday Inn. The workshop addressed materials requirements for
the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP). It was organized by Joe Doychak
of the Environmental Durability Branch, and Toni Grobstein, of the Advanced
Metallics Branch, both of the Materials Division. The workshop was spon
sored by the Cleveland Chapter of ASM International, Lewis, and GE Air
craft Engines in cooperation with Case Western Reserve University, the
Metallurgical Society of AlME, and the Cleveland Chapter ofTMS-AIME.
Proceedings from the workshop will be publishoo in 1989.

Do Your Holiday Shopping Early:
Buy Discovery Toys And Help
Support Lewis Little Folks
attend the meeting. For more in
formation about the Ski Club, call
Don Sulak at 3-3353.

Do you have children, grandchildren, nieces or nephews on your
holiday gift list? Well, don't miss Lewis Little Folks' fall fund
raiser.
The day-care center is sponsoring the sale of Discovery Toys.
Orders for the high-quality child-development toys will be taken
from l l:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., Wednesday. November 2 in the
main cafeteria, and Thursday, November 3 in the DEB cafeteria.
The toy sale provides an opportunity to do some hassle-free
shopping for top-quality gifts that aren't available in local stores.
Discovery Toys, designed to stimulate a child's imagination and
creativity, are available for kids of all ages.
Payment must be made upon placement of an order; check,
Mastercard, and VISA will be accepted. The toys will be
delivered within four weeks.
A portion of the proceeds of each sale will help the Lewis
Little Folks buy the high-quality equipment and durable toys
neooed to further improve the child-care facility at Lewis.
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GROUP ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS
from page 3

LST '88 Committee

5210 John Caruso
5220 Gary Halford
5230 Oral Mehmed
5240 C. Robert Ensign
5250 Bernard Gross
I.R.T. Blade Repair Team
7450 Daniel Gura
7450 Michael Krinov
7450 Robert Reminder
7450 Herbert Stannert
FOMD Secretarial Team

7300 Theresa McKendry
7300 Maureen Messich
7300 Edna Schleich

Repair of Desi Heater
Burner
7310 Augustine Cervelli
73 I O Wayne Condo
7310 Peter Wheeler

IpV Task Team IR- 100
Award
5420 Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria
5420 Michelle Manzo
5420 John Smithrick
5420 Lawrence Thaller
Refrigeration Bldg.
Therm0 Electrical ckcuitry Installation Team
7202 Joseph Klebau
7202 Charles Ray
7310 Gary Loder
7310 Ronald Molosky '
7310 Gregory Schade
7310 George Scott
7310 Leroy Walker
7310 Dale Wiersma
7430 Terry Ferrier
7430 Roger Meredith
7430 Chip Redding
7430 Donald Varga

8910 Gordon MacKay
8910 Dennis Thompson
UNICOS Migration Team
1310 Rhonda Arterberrie

1310 Lamont King
1320 James Guptill
1350 Jay Horowitz
1370 Stephen Prahst
1380 Minna Chao
I380 Lucille Geyser
1380 Anthony Hackenberg
1380 Karen Pischel
1380 Charles Putt
4230 Rafael Sanabria

Construction of Power
Systems Facility
1930 Donald Huebler
3370 Ronald Sepesi
4120 Ronald Chucksa
4120 Joseph Smail
MPD Facility
4 140 William Thomas
Development Group
7610 Frances Kristofik
5330 Thomas Haag
7620 Laszlo Zala
5330 Maris Mantanieks
7630 Annette Bhatia
5330 James Sovey
7630 Pedro Colon
5350 Paul Raitano
7630 Lynn Irvine
Cant. James Parkes
7630 Paul Weisenbach
Design Team for Angullar 7630 Ronald Zurawski
7640 Jose Vega
Resolved Secondary
7650 Leonard Homyak
Electron Emission
7650 Patricia Marshall
Experiment
7650 Charles Sako
:s
5620 Ben Ebihara
7650 R. Christopher The1
5620 Isay Krainsky
8910 Daniel Churlski
8910 Frank Gati

Automated Clearing
House (ACH) Method of
Vendor Payment
Implementation Team
1340 Thomas Murray
3210 Joseph Kan
3220 Janice King
3220 John Morley
D-K Mary Ann Hotchkiss
D-K Laura Julian
D-K Mary Ann Piskula
SVER Peter Nofel
SVER Cathy Petelin
SVER Steve Ware

Steer Engineering Design
Team
4210 Leland Anderson
4220 Mildred Arnold
4220 Sheldon Meyer
4220 Michael Stofcheck
4240 Robert Horak
4340 Francis Jasko
High Efficiency TWT
Design Team
5620 Arthur Curren
5620 Dale Force
5620 Raymond Palmer

DGS User Group
3 150 Thomas Burke
3310 John Mudry
3330 Bruce Shuman
3340 Jane Cochran
3350 Robert Firestone
3350 Linda Kendrick
3360 Erick Lupson
3360 Glen Williams
3370 Angel Pagan
3380 Florence Shiner
D-K Jean Klingbeil
Appropriation Realignment Study & Impleme
tation Team
1340 Thomas Finnegan
1340 Harriet Gilbert
1340 Melva Schwartz
1340 Gail Wilkes
3100 Robert Fails
31 IO George Kanya
3 110 Daniel Walker
31 10 Rosemary Weber
3110 Deborah Ryan
31 IO Donald Sawyer
3200 George Barber

4240 Robert Horak
4330 Paul Trimarchi

Major presenters for High
Resolution High Frame
Rate Video Workshop
1605 Robert Ziemke
4120 Robert Butcher
4120 Michael Lewis

More
Group Achievement

Award winners
will be listed
in the
December 2 3 issue.
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Lewis Experiment A
Success on STS-43
Continued from page one

For this experiment, the shuttle
was positioned in a tail-to-wind
orientation for 11 hours to provide TPCE extended data with
the fluid positioned at one end
of the tank. This orientation
enhanced the data output and
will make it easier to compare
the results with axisymmetric
computational models.
TPCE was the first flight
project under IN-STEP, the InSpace Technology Experiments
Program. This program is
funded by NASA’s Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology at NASA Headquarters.
Olga Gonzales-Sanabria of the
In-Step Technology Branch,
Space Experiments Division
(SED), serves as a focal point
for all IN-STEP experiments
managed at Lewis.
Project Manager, Richard
Knoll of the CFTO, emphasized
that the project’s success was
due to the dedicated teamwork
of NASA personnel and Boeing
Aerospace, the prime contractor
for the experiment.
“We had excellent support
from an Engineering Directorate
design review team led by John
Woloschak and Paul Trimarchi.
Lou Ignaczak and personnel
from the Flight Projects Branch
(SED) were instrumental in

helping us work through several technical problems encountered along the way. Ray Sotos
and technical support from the
Zero Gravity Facility assisted
Boeing in the Lear Jet TPCE
low-gravity flight tests at Lewis
last year. During these tests, an
engineering model of the TPCE,
mounted in a GAS container,
was flown through 24 low-g
trajectories to provide a systems
checkout and to resolve key
performance issues.”
Knoll also credits CFTO staff
and other support service contractors for contributing to the
overall success of the project.
“I was fortunate to have all
these experienced people on this
project. This was truly a team
effort.”
In addition to meeting its
stated experimental objectives,
TPCE has provided an insight
to other important phenomena
that could have an impact on
the eventual storage of cryogenics in a low-g environment.
“We are just starting to analyze the wealth of data acquired
by TPCE,” says Knoll. “The
real fun is just now beginning.”
Watch f o r the video on the
experiment which will be released early next year.
By Wilma Graham
Sverdrup Technologies

Tips For Managing Stress
Coping with stress, especially
during the holiday season, is
important to our physical and
mental well being, according to
Cheryl Van Dyke, M.S.S.A., of
EASE Employee Assistance
Service. In conjunction with the
Office of Health Services, Van
Dyke recently presented an onsite lecture addressing stress
management.
“Some stress is positive. It’s
necessary for effective functioning. It stimulates growth and
nurtures the creative process,”
said Van Dyke. “But excessive
stress demises our capacity to
function and it can have severe
medical ramifications.” She
pointed out that in industry
alone, the annual cost of stressrelated disorders runs several
billions of dollars in decreased
productivity, work loss, medical
and hospital expenses, and insurance premiums.
So what’s the key to stressreduction? Van Dyke said
stress it not necessarily the
problem. It’s how we cope with
stress that is the main issue. She
noted five categories, which she
calls cues, that indicate stress on
the body: internal body processes (rapid breathing, drop in
body temperature, nervousness,
etc.); muscle tension (neck, jaw,
and upper back aches); emotional reactions (fear, anger,
sadness expressed through voice
or facial expressions); behavioral patterns (change in eating,
drinking, or sleeping habits);
and thought patterns (blaming

oneself and others or focusing
only on the one bad thing that
is causing stress rather than
thinking of positive factors).
Keeping in mind these cues,
and the fact that Americans are
more at risk for stress-related
illnesses than ever before, Van
Dyke recommends 1 1 ways of
coping with stress:
1. Talk it out. When something worries you, don’t bottle
it up.
2 . Escape for a while.
Sometimes, when things go
wrong, it helps to escape from
the painful problem for awhile.
3 . Work off your anger. Do
something constructive with the
pent-up energy. Try some
physical activity.
4. Give in occasionally.
Stand your ground on what you
know is right, but do so calmly
and make allowance for the fact
that you could turn out to be
wrong.
5. Do something for others.
If you feel yourself worrying
about yourself all the time, try
doing something for somebody
else. It takes the steam out of
our worries.
6. Take one thing at a time.
When a load looks so great that
it becomes painful to tackle any
part of it, the surest way to begin is by taking a few of the
most urgent tasks one at a time,
setting aside all the rest for the
time being.
7. Shun the Superperson
urge. Some people expect too
much from themselves and get

into a constant state of worry
because they think they are not
achieving as much as they
should. No one can be perfect
in everything. Decide which
things you do well, and then put
your major effort into these.
8. Make yourself available.
Many of us have the feeling of
being left out, slighted, or neglected. It may be we, not others, who are depreciating
ourselves. Make some overtures instead of waiting to be
asked.
9. Schedule your recreation.
Many people drive themselves
so hard that they allow themselves too little time for recreation-an
essential for good
physical and mental health.
10. Go easy with your criticism. Instead of being critical
about the other person’s behavior, search out the good points
and help them to develop them.
This gives you both satisfaction.
1 1 . Give the other fellow a
break. Competition is contagious, but so is cooperation.
When you give the other fellow
a break, you very often make
things easier for yourself.
Van Dyke also feels paying
attention to diet, rest, and exercise, while avoiding sugar, alcohol, and tobacco, are great
points to remember for reducing
stress.
“An optimistic outlook
coupled with a sense of control
can reduce or prevent ill health
due to stress,” she said.
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Participation Is Key to CFC
Success............................................
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By all accounts, the 1991 Combined Federal Campaign
(CFC) was a resounding success at Lewis and around the
Greater Cleveland federal community.

TPCE Experiment A Success.........................................................
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From a Plexiglas tank only a half cubic foot in size, Lewis has acquired a wealth of data
which will have applications in future space missions using cryogenic fluids.

Gaining Visibility Throughout Local Communities....................
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One of the most frequently asked questions at the Issues and Answers sessions is, “What
is Lewis doing to promote its story to the media?” Here’s an update on some of the news
coverage Lewis gained this year.

Come Join The Club.......................................................................
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What better way to begin the new year than becoming involved in some of the many
activities Lewis offers outside of the work day. Here are a few of the many selections.

Tips For Managing
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Exceptional Service Medals

NASA acknowledges
Honor Award recipients
Twenty-eight Lewis employees were honored for exceptional service during the
NASA Honor Awards Program on M a y 27. A total of forty-three Lewis employees were presented medals. Recipients are also featured o n page four.

Block

Bollenbacher

Boyd

Chucksa

Corso

Duchoslav

Everett

Ford

Frye

Gonzalez-Sanabria

Criest

Gura

Horansky

Kelly

Kotlenz

Lehota

Leonard

Nieberding

Procasky

Puthoff

Readus

Romanchok

Schwarze

Scudder

Seehober

Seng

Sharp

Simon

H. Bruce Block, deputy chief, Aeropropulsion Facilities and Experiments Division.
For outstanding leadership in conducting
in-house testing and developing associated facilities for the Lewis Aeropropulsion Program.
Gary Bollenbacher, Engineering Support
Division. For innovations in software
analysis and integration that contributed
significantly to many successful launches
of Lewis-managed launch vehicles.
Gilbert M. Boyd, Office of Environmental
Programs. For exceptional contributions
to research, environmental protection, and
worker safety at Lewis.
Ronald J. Chucksa, Electronic and Control
Systems Division. For outstanding
engineering management contributions in
support of aeronautics research and the
development of space experiments.
Dianna H. Corso, chief, Computer
Technology Branch, Procurement
Division. For dedicated and effective
procurement support to NASA and Lewis
computer technology programs during a
period of major changes in technology
and procurement regulations.
Peggy S. Duchoslav, (posthumously),
Technical Information Services Division.
For consistently providing outstanding
service and innovative solutions to the
many customers of the Technical Information Services Division.
Ronald E. Everett, chief, Space Systems
Branch, Procurement Division. For
exemplary leadership of procurement
professionals and significant and innovative contributions to the success of major
space programs for Lewis.
Wilson F. Ford, chief, Office of Mission
Safety and Assurance. For successfully
establishing and developing a highly
professional, proactive, and collaborative
Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance
Program at Lewis.
Robert J. Frye, deputy chief, Systems
Development and Verification Branch,
Electrical Systems Division. For many
Outstanding engineering contributions to
the development of space power electronics.
Olga D. Gonzalez-Sanabria, Space
Experiments Division. For outstanding
contributions to the development and
coordination of Lewis activities in the
OAST In-Space Technology Experiments
Program.
Debra 1. Griest, chief, Development,
Counseling and Management Services
Branch, Human Resources Management
Division. For outstanding performance in

human resources development at Lewis
and fostering employee involvement in
total quality and multicultural work force
issues.
Daniel V. Gura, Fabrication Support
Division. For valuable innovations in
model fabrication and exceptional
dedication in training apprentices and
cooperative education students.
Nancy A. Horansky, External Programs
Directorate. For extensive knowledge
and outstanding secretarial skills that
have contributed significantly to the
efficiency and effectiveness of the new
External Programs Directorate.
Regina B. Kelly, Test Installations
Division. For outstanding technical
management of the Facilities Operation
and Test Support Services Contract.
Pamela Kotlenz, Facilities Operations
Division. For significant contributions to
the security of the many diverse, automated information systems at Lewis and
outstanding leadership in establishing
security risk management processes.
Douglas 1. Lehota, Facilities Operations
Division. For significant contributions to
the safe and reliable operation of the
high-voltage electric power system at
Lewis.
Regis F. Leonard, chief, Solid State
Technology Branch, Space Electronics
Division. For significant contributions
and outstanding leadership in planning,
guiding, and directing the Solid State
Technology Program at Lewis.
JohnJ. Nieberding, chief, Advanced
Space Analysis Office. For outstanding
contributions to many NASA Expendable
Launch Vehicle Missions and excellence
in advanced mission planning and
advocacy.
Edwin R. Procasky, chief, Systems
Engineering Office, Lauch Vehicle
Project Office. For valuable innovations
in system engineering and integration
that have enhanced safe, reliable
operations of our Nation's intermediate
and large expendable launch vehicles.
Richard L. Puthoff, chief, Solar Array
Branch, Photovoltaic Power Module
Division. For sustained superior
performance in the design and development of solar array wings for the Space
Station Freedom Electric Power System.
George W. Readus, Jr., Test Installations
Division. For outstanding technical
support, leadership, and personal
dedication in achieving key goals of
research projects conducted in the
Instrument Research Laboratory.

Ronald J. Romanchok, Engineering
Support Division. For numerous
outstanding contributions to the
Engineering Directorate's state-of-the-art
design projects supporting advanced
aeropropulsion and aerospace research.
Gene E. Schwarze, Power Technology
Division. For enabling engineering
accomplishments that achieved major
technical goals related to space nuclear
power systems.
Larry R. Scudder, chief, Operations
Division. For outstanding leadership of
the government and contractor team that
is defining and implementing the
operations and facility requirements for
the Electrical Power System of Space
Station Freedom.
Thomas 1. Seeholzer, Structural Systems
Branch. For creative engineering
solutions for the structural systems of the
Atlas/Centaur and Titan/Centaur launch
vehicles, and for exceptional contributions to pyrotechnic separation systems.
Gary T. Seng, head, Engine Sensor
Technology Branch, Instrumentation
and Control Technology Division. For
outstanding leadership of the HighTemperature Electronics Research
Program and the Fiber-optic- Based
Controls Research Program at Lewis.
Dorelia Y. Sharp, Space Station
Freedom Directorate. For sustained
exceptional performance in support of
the management and integration of
Space Station Freedom.
Frederick F. Simon, deputy chief, Heat
Transfer Branch, Internal Fluid Mechanics Division. For many outstanding
contributions to both pioneering
research and multicultural understanding at Lewis.

Distinguished Public
Service
Medal
Simon Ostrach,

Wilbert J. Austin
Distinguished
Professor of Engineering at Case Western
Reserve University.
For significant and
far-reachinr: contribu- n-"..--..
ctrarh
tions in guiding and
conducting NASA space science
research.

+

Equal Opportunity
Employment Medal
David Namkoong,

Power Technology
Division. For
outstanding efforts
and accomplishments in fostering
multiculturalism in
the Federal workplace and throughout the local
community.

+

Namkoong

Exceptional Scientific
Achievement Medal

+

Exceptional Engineering
Achievement Medal
Ben T. Ebihara,
Space Electronics
Division. For
significant
innovations in the
design of vacuum
electronics devices
and experimental
faci I ities, particularly those
operating at
temperature
extremes.

+

MacKay

Rice

Rebecca A. MacKay, Materials Division.
For exceptional contributions to the
understanding of m icrostructure/property
relationships in high-temperature alloys.
Edward J. Rice, Internal Fluid Mechanics

tbihara

Division. For conducting creative and
pioneering studies of aeropropulsion
system acoustics and developing an
internationally used design method to
reduce aircraft engine noise.

+
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Six chosen as Senior Executive Service candidates
TOprepare for the large number of
Senior Executive Service (SES)
vacancies anticipated in FY 1994,
NASA recently selected 58 employees, 6 from Lewis, to participate in
the new Senior Executive Service
Candidate Development Program.
Lewis candidates-Randall Furnas,
deputy chief of the Thermal and
Fluids Analysis Branch; Olga
Gonzalez-Sanabria, Space Experiments Division; Karin Huth, chief of
the Materials and Equipment Branch,
Procurement Division; Robert
Lawrence, chief of the Office of
Equal Opportunity Programs; Lee
Haeok, Propulsion Systems Division;
and Jose Vega, deputy chief of the
Facilities Operations Division-were
chosen from among more than 1,000
applicants on the basis of their
experience, education, training,
accomplishments, and managerial
skills.
”Only four candidates below the GS15 level were selected Agency-wide,
all four from Lewis,” explained
Cynthia Forman, Organization
Development Branch, Office of
Human Resources Development and
coordinator of the program. “I think
that speaks well for Lewis’ efforts in
recent years to develop leadership
capacity early in people’s careers
and at every level in the organization.” Lewis’ candidates have
backgrounds in engineering, tech n ical, and administrative fields.
Candidates have been divided into

t w o subgroups. The first group
began training in June and the
second group w i l l begin in December. All candidates w i l l work with a
designated SES mentor to prepare an
individual development plan (IDP)
designed to develop their executive
competence.
”I’m looking forward to learning
what goes on in other directorates
through the eyes of a ‘Director Of‘,”
said Vega, a member of the first SES
group. “ M y IDP w i l l take me
through three directorates at Lewis
and Code RI at Headquarters.”
W h i l e Vega works side-by-side with
senior executives, other candidates
w i l l participate i n assignments
tailored to fit their individual interests, technical expertise, and development needs. However, all candidates w i l l spend a minimum of 80
hours in formal training courses,
approved by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM). In addition,
candidates w i l l spend approximately
120 days i n developmental work
assignments at other NASA centers,
agencies, or related industrial
organizations to broaden their
experience and develop specified
executive com petenc ies.
Furnas, w h o over a nine-month
period w i l l spend about five months
on executive development assignments at the Internal Revenue Service
and TRW Corporate Headquarters,
looks forward to the challenge of
working executive-level assignments

Furnas

Gonzalez-Sanabria

Haeok

Huth

Lawrence

Vega

outside of NASA. “I hope to gain
insight into why other organizations
operate differently from us, or the
same as us,” he said.
Upon completing the program, each
candidate’s IDP record w i l l be
reviewed by NASA’s Executive
Resources Board (ERB) and with the
board’s endorsement the candidate’s
records w i l l be sent to OPM’s SES
Qualifications Review Board for
certification. Being selected for and
completing this training program
does not guarantee appointment to
the SES, however, Forman explained.

NASA w i l l continue to have multiple
paths of entry into the SES, and all
career SES entry positions w i l l
continue to be filled through the SES
vacancy announcement process as
they have in the past.
”Though the career advancement
benefits of the program are important, development opportunities are
just as important if not more to me,”
said Haeok. “I’m looking forward to
learning all I can about NASA and its
man age rne nt .”

+

Lewis recognized by Interchurch Council

Employee Health Fair

Instilling incentives in
students with disabiIities
By Kristin E. Knauer
IT’S a well known fact that if you

Did you miss it? Nearly 1,000 people didn‘t. More than 30 health care
organizationsparticipated in the first Employee Health Fair. Employees took
advantage of some of the many free services including feet inspections, heart
attack risk and nutritional intake assessments, body fat measurements, and
neck or shoulder massages. Pictured is (right), Karen Hughes, Space Station
Freedom Directorate, having her blood pressure checked by a nurse from
MetroHealth Medical Center as part of the Heart Attack Risk Survey.
According to Ellen Miller, R.D., future Lewis health fairs will be held every I
1/2 years. larger sites are being considered for next year. Employees
interested in submitting comments or suggestions regarding the health fair are
encouraged to write to Miller at M.S. 15-5.

mention “NASA” to a classroom o f
students something amazing w i l l
happen. Disinterested stares w i l l be
replaced with bright-eyed smiles and
enthusiasm will fill the room. For
many years, students from the
Greater Cleveland area have experienced the magic of NASA through
the programs coordinated by Lewis’
Office of Educational Programs
(OEP). While program participants
have reflected the diversity of the
Cleveland area, additional recruitment emphasis was needed for
another special group of students
w h o don’t always fit traditional
definitions. O n April 5-6, OEP and
Lewis’ Office of Equal Opportunity
Programs teamed-up to sponsor a
conference that focused on exploring
career opportunities in aerospace for
students with disabilities.
The conference, entitled “Mainstream America: Partnerships and
Linkages for Success,“ was designed
to facilitate the attainment of maximum potential of disabled high
school students from the Cleveland

metropolitan area. Experts and
representatives from the midwest and
other areas of the United States
gathered with disabled high school
students, parents, teachers, and
community leaders to focus on the
strategies that have been effective in
preparing youth to meet the demands
of the workplace now and in the
future. Area high schools with strong
programs for disabled students were
targeted for attendance.
According to William Nyerges, OEP,
over 175 people (90 of those students) attended the two-day conference that underscored the importance of providing disabled students
with the opportunity to achieve
success. “This conference served as
a foundation for helping students
with disabilities pursue careers in
science and math. One way we
accomplished this is by introducing
them to NASA role models w h o have
overcome physical challenges and to
discuss teacher and parent involvement,” he explained.
In addition to building confidence in
students with disabilities, the confer(continued on page 3)

Organizational excellence survey shows modest improvement

By Kristin K. Wilson

THERE are segments of the Lewis
community that still think of total
quality <TQ) as a flavor of the
month-a fleeting fancy embraced
today, forgotten tomorrow. For the
employees who have put its prin
ciples into action; however, TQ has
changed the way they do business.
To assess how the quality initiative is
progressing at Lewis, a second
organizational excellence survey was
readministered to the Center's more

Lewis Organizational Excellence Survey
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than 5,300 civil servants and support
service contractors in December
1994. The results of the survey
indicate modest improvement over
the initial organizational excellence
survey conducted in 1992 (see graph).
While respondents felt that many
facets of the Center-Management
Leadership & Support, Strategic
Planning, Customer Focus, Training &
Recognition, Empowerment &
Teamwork, Continuous Improvement,
and Quality and Productivity-are

a
Mg'mt
Leadership &
Support

Strategic
Planning

Focus on the
Customer

Training & Empowerment Continuous
Recognition & Teamwork Improvement

Quality &
Productivity
Results

falling short of the excellence level,
they indicated that Lewis is making
strides as a Center of Excellence.
"The survey results show the most
improvement in the area of training
and recognition," explained Dennis
Sender, special assistant to the
Quality Council. "This is due to the

ieww�
New executive officer named
March31,1995

OLGA Gonzalez-Sanabria recently
joined the Director's Office as
Executive Officer. She is responsible
for assisting Director Don Campbell
in planning, organizing, and manag
ing institutional and technical
programs.
In her 15-year career at Lewis,
Gonzalez-Sanabria has served in a
variety of technical positions. She
has a broad knowledge of Lewis
technical programs and has been
highly involved in project develop
ment, as well as other institutional
issues. She also has broad know!-
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edge of NASA
programs and
policies
through her
one-year
Career
Development
Program
assignment at
Headquarters.
In addition,
Conzalez-Sanabria
she recently
completed the
Senior Executive Service Career
Development Program. ♦

Program gives scientific world
access to NASA research
(continued from page 1)

services include technical illustra
tions, multimedia, photography,
videos, and publishing.
"We tailor our service to the re
questor. We provide services from
basic typing and layout, to design,
editing, writing, printing, and
duplication," said Joyce Cieszewski,
lead of the publishing team in LTIO
and c:omanager of the Center's STI
program. "With decades of com
bined experience, the professional
service and quality provided by our
staff of artists, editors, and writers is
unsurpassed in the scientific
publishing world."
STl's on-site publishing support gives
researchers immediate face-to-face
contact with people who can help
produce the best possible document.
"I appreciate having direct access to
people on-site who are working on
reports, graphics, etc. This one-on-

one communication results in a better
quality paper," said Dr. Robert
Handschuh, aerospace engineer with
the U.S. Army stationed at Lewis.
"I've been satisfied with the help and
hard work put in by the people that
make up these important services.
Their dedicated work allows me more
time to conduct research."
Researchers who want to give the
scientific world access to their
research through the CASI database
without the aid of publishing services
may send their documents to the
Coordination Office at MS 60-1,
433-3207. To learn more about how
the STI program can help you, call
Jarabek at 433-5767. The Lewis
Publishing Services Team of the L TIO
is located in Building 60 along with
the Center's Library. ♦
-By Mike Giannone
Logistics and Technical
Information Division
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Lewis reports Zero-Base Review findings

Center can save $29.5 million through innovative activik
LAST

December, Lewis began an
intensive self-assessment aimed at
streamlining and improving efficiency. O n March 16-1 7, members
of Lewis’ Zero-Base Review Center
Self-Assessment Steering Team
presented its findings to a Headquarters panel. The panel will present
those findings to Administrator Daniel
Goldin i n May. Administrator Goldin
i s expected to present a strategy to
Congress for downsizing NASA on
May 17.
While the entire report cannot be
detailed in this article, the Lewis
News spoke with Olga GonzalezSanabria, executive officer to Director
Don Campbell, to gain insight into
the complex review and provide
highlights for employees. According
to Gonzalez-Sanabria, the review
process (see Zero-Base Review
Process box below) examined all
aspects of the Center-our research,
processes, and people. The Center’s
Zero-Base Review Team was also
tasked to address statements relating
to Lewis in the White Paper, a
document drafted by a team of
Headquarters personnel.
”The White Paper i s not a mandate,”
Gonzalez-Sanabria explained. ”It was
intended to stimulate thinking for
developing new and better ways of

doing business. Lewis, as well as
each NASA center, was asked to
examine White Paper statements
and provide feedback based on our
findings.’’ (See White Paper Statements/Lewis Proposed Options at
the bottom of this page.)

this proposal, research can still take
place and workers may still be
employed locally.”
Gonzalez-Sanabria stressed that the
White Paper and the Zero-Base

Review are “options” for Lewis.
Goldin will make overall decisions for
downsizing and streamlining activities
within Lewis after he examines ZeroBase Review findings from each
Center.

+

The summary of findings from the
Zero-Base Review Self-Assessment
concluded that by FY2000, Lewis
could save $29.5 million and reduce
its workforce while still maintaining
most of its key research activities by
concentrating on four issues:

*

Re-engineering opportunities (see
Re-engineering spotlight story)
Eliminations (programs/personnel)
Organizational consolidations
Employee/supervisor ratio

Gonzalez-Sanabria said that
workforce reductions will depend on
which recommendations are implemented. She said there are alternatives being studied that may bring
new work to Lewis. This work might
mitigate workforce reductions.
“We’re proposing transitioning some
of Lewis’ current research activities
to local university consortiums and
institutes,” she explained. ”Under

Zero-Base Review Process
Steering Team - Led by Center Deputy Director, members included
executives, managers, and unions.
Directorate Review Teams - Led by Director of, members included
budget, procurement, personnel, and technical experts.
Contractor Review Team - Led by Director of, members included
budget, procurement, personnel, and contract experts.
Steering Team developed set of guidelines for review.
Review Teams spent four weeks gathering data on organizational
structure, major products & services, employee/supervisor ratio, reengineering, non-value added work, eliminations & consolidations,
priorities, and improvements in contract management.
Each Review Team reported findings back to Steering Team and
Executive Council.
Steering Team consolidated data.
Executive Council made decisions on identified savings.

SPACE
Microgravity Science
White Paper Statement: “Lewis Research Center is responsible for ...microgravity
science.”
Lewis Proposed Option:
Consolidate microgravity program at Lewis.
Evolve to International Institute.
Consider consolidation of microgravity and life sciences program at Lewis.

Expendable launch Vehicles (ElVs)
White Paper Statement: ”Lewis will no longer be responsible for ...launch
services (Expendable Launch Vehicles).”
Lewis Proposed Option:
Phase out ELVs after completion of remaining firm NASA missions (FY2000).
Employ new ways of doing business to dramatically reduce workforce.

Communications
White Paper Statement: ”Lewis will no longer be responsible for ...
communications spacecraft research and management (Advanced Communications Technology Satellite) or any applications.”
Lewis Proposed Option:
Consolidate communications program at Lewis.
-Management, systems engineering & advocacy.
-Technology development & demonstration.
Support commercial communications satellite i n national/global information
infrastructures.

AERONAUTICS
Air-Breathing Propulsion
White Paper Statement: ”Lewis Research Center is responsible for Air-Breathing
Propulsion Technology and Engineering,...”
Lewis Proposed Option: Lewis will continue to be the Center of Excellence in
Air-Breathing Propulsion.

Hypersonics
White Paper Statement: “Lewis w i l l no longer be responsible for Hypersonic
Propulsion, ...”
Lewis Proposed Option: Current hypersonic lead and sublead roles and missions implement the White Paper recommendation.
-Langley is the lead center.
-Lewis will provide support in turbine engines and propulsion systems
integration areas where expertise exists at Lewis.

Program Aircraft
White Paper Suggestion: ”Dryden should prepare to receive Program Aircraft
from other NASA centers.”
Lewis Proposed Option:
Central management of aircraft by Dryden.
Phase out all Lewis research aircraft by FY97 except DC-9 (microgravity) and
icing aircraft.
Base DC-9 (microgravity) and icing aircraft at Lewis and maintain with
minimal support staff ( I O civil servants).
Determine most cost effective hangaring option.

FACI1ITIES
Plum Brook
White Paper Statement: ”Close Plum Brook Station.”
Lewis Proposed Option: Continue current status: keep facilities closed (shutdown) when not needed, but available for use on fully reimbursable basis.
-Presents the least risk to scheduled NASA Space Station testing.
-Keeps the world class facilities available for NASA, other government
agencies, and the private sector.

Power and Propulsion

Propulsion Systems Laboratory & Rocket Test Facility

White Paper Statement: N o direct statements regarding Lewis; however, i n
discussion of Langley role, it is stated ”All space technology will be put at the
space engineering centers.”
Lewis Proposed Option:
Space Power
Consolidate national space power technology activities at Lewis.
Use innovative mechanisms to strengthen direction & infusion.
Goal is to transition to Space Power Institute(s).
Space Propulsion
Phase out large chemical propulsion (transportation).
Strengthen on-board propulsion at Lewis (satellites).

White Paper Statement: “The Propulsion Systems Laboratory will be shut down
and the Rocket Test Facility will be canceled.”
Lewis Proposed Options:
Propulsion Systems laboratory
This statement has been retracted by the White Papercommittee. The facility
will continue operation.
Rocket Test Facility
New Construction of Facilities work has been discontinued; however, existing
testing i s still in progress.

(continued from page 2)
the joint commitment to the improve
ment of science education in the
United States. For further information,
contact Janet Storti at 433-8836.
Safety Awareness Raffle Winners:
Center Director Donald Campbell
declared October 23-24, 1995, Safety
Awareness and Fire Prevention Week.

The Safety Assurance Office con
ducted the week's activities, which
included safety videos presented at the
Main Cafeteria, a Link message from
Administrator Daniel Goldin and
Astronaut Fred Gregory; American
Red Cross demonstrations; Office of
Shop Housekeeping guidelines; fire
extinquisher training; hearing protec
tion information; and two Safety
Clean-up days. Winners of the free
raffle are: Jim Bell, CO detector; Jerry
Barrack, smoke detector; William
Coirier, bike helmet; John Lytle, fire
extinquisher; Winnie Casper, CO
detector; and Dick Woodward, smoke
detector.

AFGEMeets

Barry Stephenson, 59, an electrician
who retired in 1994 with 28 years of
NASA experience, recently died.

started at Lewis in 1942 and worked
as an aircraft engine mechanic in the
Engine Research Building.

92, who retired from
Lewis in 1969 with 27 years of NACN
NASA experience, died on Oct. 7. He

Stanley Jocke,

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

To check for Lab closings during
inclement weather conditions, please call
433-9328 (433-WEAT).
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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What Do You Think�
Question: Do you celebrate a special holiday tradition?

AFGE, Local 2182, will hold
its monthly business meeting
on Wed., Dec. 6, at the
American Legion Hall on
Brookpark Rd. and W. 220th
St. at 4:30 p.m. All members
are encouraged to attend.
Refreshments will be served
following the meeting.

Retiree Social Group: The Retiree
Social Group: Eastside Retirees wi 11
meet on Dec. 20 at Jayson's Restau
rant (near Chagrin Blvd. and Green
Rd.) at 7 p.m. for an off-the-menu
dinner at the retiree's expense. Please
RSVP by Dec. 17. Call 464-9233. All
retirees are welcome.

In Memory:

67, who worked
as a Lewis photographer for 30 years,
recently died.

John Michael Martin,

Olga Gonzalez
Sanabria
Office of the Director

Alberta Gooden
Office of Equal Oppor
tunity Programs

'We celebrate Three
Kings Day on January 6.
It's a day for giving gifts
to children to com
memorate the gifts
given to the new born
Savior by the Wise
Men. In our family, the
children gather grass the
evening before and put
it under their bed for the
camels to feed while the
Three Kings deliver their
presents. When the
children awaken they
find presents under their
beds."

"The Gooden's have a
spaghetti dinner on
Christmas Eve. We have
done this for 20 years as
a result of unexpected
guests, a Christmas Play
that I was directing, and
two cranky babies. The
unplanned dinner was
so wonderful that we all
decided to get together
every year for the same
treat-minus the cranky
babies and the play."

Grace Scales
Administration and
Computer Services
Directorate
"During Kwanziaa
(Dec. 26 through Jan. 1)
- an African-American
holiday embracing seven
principles that promote
unity and history of
African-Americans---our
family and friends gather
at my house to share
food, exchange home
made presents, and
reflect on the seven
principles."

Photos by Quentin Schwinn
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Center Performance Review yields high marks
BY DOREEN B. ZUDELL

~ E S Glenn keep its commitments?
According to reports at the first annu al
Center Perform ance Rev iew, which
measured the Center's effectiveness
and effi ciency in executin g Agency
programs and processes, Glenn met 80
percent of its mi lestones on time,
sched ul e, and budget and 93 percent
were met w ithin 3 months in FY99.
O n November 30, 1999, members of
Glenn's Director's Leadership Team
gathered fo r the day to assess how the
Center measures up in the areas of
In vestments, Budget Execution,

Instituti onal Perform ance, Progra m
Management, and Business M anage
ment Systems. Bob Fails, chi ef Finan
cial O ffi cer; Jose Vega, deputy director
of Engineering and Techni ca l Services;
Bob Koza r, chi ef, Plum Brook Manage
ment Office; Sasi Pillay, chi ef Info rm a
ti on Officer; O lga Gonza lez-Sanabri a,
chi ef, Pl ans and Programs Office;
Jeffrey Haas, ISO program manager;
and the institutional office chi efs
provided overviews in th ese fi ve areas.
"W e were very spec ifi c about what we
were loo kin g for and how to present
the data," explained Gonza lez-

Sanabria, w ho coo rdin ated the rev iew
process. " It all ca me down to thi s: are
we meeting our commitments in
relation to cost, sc hed ul e, and perfor
mance?"
The rev iew concentrated on assessing
Center performance w ith respect to
commi tments made as part of the
Center's Strategic Impl ementation Plan
and the Agency's performance mea
sures, w hi ch are spec ifi ed in the NASA
Performance Pl an and spec if ic organi 
zational metri cs.
On the Program side, G lenn discov
ered that th e Center has a good record
of deli vering on its comm itments. Thi s
is partly due to ea rl y identifi cation of
issues so that management ca n reso lve
chaI lenges quickly and effective ly.

CONTIN UED ON PA GE 10
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SUDDEN IMPACT
Glenn 's new Ballistic
Impact Lab opens in
Bu ilding 49.

,

S

Y2K SUCCESS STORY
A team of experts at Glenn
waged a 3 1/2 -year w ar
aga in st th e Y2K bug.

9

FLIGHT SAFETY AWARDS
Reported during the Center Performance Review, the Supercooled Large D rop let Icing Flight
Resea rch program met its NASA Level 1 m ilestone. Data from the program is help ing the FAA
develop a better understanding of severe ic ing conditions, and enab ling meterologists to
deve lop better icing weather forecasts.

Three empl oyees were
recogni zed w ith prestigious
Flight Safety Awards.

}
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"Excellence -does exist in our workforce"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Three examp les sited in the review of
Center contributions to th e Agen cy
perfo rm ance measures-were: an
electric ion propuls ion system w ith the
specific impu lse 10 times greater than
chem ica l propulsion systems; improve
ment of predictive capabi lities of soot
processes by at least 50 percent
through ana lys is of MSL-1 data; and
characterization of the Supercooled
La rge Drop lets (SLD) in an icing
envi ronment to determi ne ici ng's effect
on ai rcraft performance.
Glenn's institutiona l areas also fared
we ll during FY99 by meeting almost all
of the cr-oss-cutting perform ance
measures, identifying lessons learn ed,
and corrective actions for continuous
improvements. Gonzalez-Sanabria
sited th ree examp les. In education,
Glenn estab li shed 10 Aeronauti cs
Education Laboratories (AEL), exceed
ing its goa l by 7 sites. In the safety
arena, Glenn 's loss of time rate was
.24, w hich is substantially be low the
Agency metri c of .32. The Center
exceeded the Agency goa ls for
soc ioeconomic procurement w ith over
38 percent of R& D do llars go ing to
sma ll disadvantaged businesses.

The investm ents (peop le, fa cili ties, and
information techno logy) and budget
performance areas also reported hi gh
performance. They demonstrated
sav ings in cost of information techno l
ogy and high customer satisfaction
rates in the fac ili ties area.
"The Center Performance Rev iew
process wi ll serve as a va lu ab le too l in
helpi ng organ izations estab lish new
metrics to meas ure their future
performance and raise di alogue on
continuous improvem ent," Gonza lez
Sanabr ia sa id. " It wi l I also provide a
vita l mechanism for us to communi 
cate progress and accomp li shments to
ou r customers. "
The results of th e rev iew w il l help
management make inform ed decisions
about changes to th e near and long
term implemen tation and strategies in
support of Glenn 's mi ss ion and
Agency programs. Th e fundam ental
goa l of th is process, however, is to
10

ensure that the Center provides its
customers with exce llent products and
serv ices in th e most cost-effective and
timely ma nner.

For a m ore complete report on the
Center Performance Review, Glenn
employees may access the website at:
http://www. lerc. nasa.gov/www/01 70/
GRCperf. htm l

" Exce ll ence does ex ist in our
workforce, and is demonstrated
through our performance," Gonza lez
Sanabria said . "The FY99 Center
Performance Rev iew affirms th at we
do deliver on ou r comm itments to ou r
customers." •

Clubs help build comraderie
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Not all Center-based clubs/organiza
tions ex ist outs ide of the rea lm of
emp loyees' jobs. The Society of
Hispani c Professiona l Engineers and
the Business and Profess ional
W omen's Orga ni zation (BPW)
nurture profession al deve lopment. In
addition to regu lar meetings, specia l
programs, and outreac h activities,
both organ izations host or support
scholarsh ip programs for Glen n
employees.
"S ince 1994, BPW has awarded 8
ca reer adva ncement scholarshi ps to
women in the GRC community," sa id

D iana Centeno-Gom ez, Computer
Serv ices D ivision.
Throu ghout this Center's 58-yea r
history, teamwork has always been an
importa nt aspect of the culture. Many
employees fee l Center-based socia l
activ ities offer opportunities to furth er
nurture this fell ows hip and tea m
bu il ding. U ltimate ly th is contributes
to employee efficiency, welfare, and
morale. •

For a listing and further information on
Glenn 's clubs, check out the website at:
www. lerc. nasa .gov/ Doc/cl ubactv.htm

r

National Engineers Week
Glen n's Office of Educationa l Programs is co ll aborating with the
Cleveland Area National Engi neers Week Committee in an educational
outreach program during National Engineers Week, February 20-26,
2000. Trained in the latest speaking techniques and some of the most
exciting grade appropriate hand-on activ ities, Glenn sc ientists, engi
neers, retirees, and other volunteers w ill visit loca l schools to demon
strate how math, science, and engineering help improve the qua lity of
life and to introduce students to a variety of technical careers.
Cu lminating the week's events will be the awards banquet to recognize
engineering professiona ls and students w ho have exce lled in their fie lds.
The banquet w ill be he ld February 25 at Landerhaven in Mayfield
Heights, Ohio. G lenn's Dr. Sheila Ba iley, Photovoltaics and Space
Environment Effects Branch, is the keynote speaker, who wi ll discuss
" Engineering for Mars Exp loration ."
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Glenn's women shine in
"Women of Color" awards
BY BARBARA KAKIRISo
li:iALE contributions to scientifico
fields were celebrated when two
women from Glenn were recognized
during the Fifth Annual Women of
Color Technology Awards Conference
on September 28 in Atlanta, GA. The
conference, which is the premiere
event for highlighting the achievements
of underrepresented women in science
and technology, involved over 6,000 of
the nation's brightest minority women.o
Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria, chief, Plans
and Programs Office, received the
award for Career Achievement.
Gonzalez-Sanabria was selected for
technical, managerial, and organiza
tional accomplishments including her
nickel-hydrogen battery design for the
Space Station (which won her an R&D
100 Award) and managing various
space technology experiment projects.o
Dr.Jih-Fen Lei, chief, Instrumentation
and Controls Division, received the
award for Technical Innovation in
Government. Lei was selected for
being one of the world's leading
authorities on high-temperature sensors
for engine applications as well as for
technical achievements including three
R&D 100 Awards.o
"Olga and Jih-Fen provide excellent
examples of women who have
achieved significanttechnical accom
plishments and have excelled in many
areas. They are both outstanding
members of NASA Glenn's high-caliber
workforce," said Center Director
Donald). Campbell.
The Women of Color Awards areo
designed to focus attention on
women's contributions to the nation'so
economic growth due to the unprec
edented technological possibi I ities thato
exist in the United States. Career
Achievement and Technical Innovationo
are the only categories in which
Women of Color Awards are given to
government employees. ♦
For more information on the Womeno
of Color Technology Awards Confer8

ence, please visit:
http://www.blackfamilynet. neVsoon/
press.htmo
For more information on the Women ofo
Color Technology Awards recipients,
please visit:
http://www.blackengineer.com/women/
wocwinners.htmo

Gonzalez-Sanabria

Dr. lei

Kakiris is a public affairs specialist in
Glenn's Community & Media Relations
Office.

Aerospace Frontiers: August 2002

SES appointments

Cikanek

Lib a y. She has held the positions of
human e-sou ces administ ato and labo elations office with the City of Cleveland. Editor's Note: AeroSpace Frontiers
wi ta k with Gordon about her new position in a future issue.

Harry Cikanek III has been appointed
chief, Space T anspo tation P oject
Office. Cikanek has supe io knowledge
and unde standing of the p og ammatic,
technical, and business challenges that
must be add essed to achieve the goals of
the Space T anspo tation P og am.
Cikanek is an effective communicato
and builde of coalitions with othe
o ganizations, cente s, and agencies,
including the Depa tment of Defense.
He has a p oven eco d of delive ing
high-quality p oducts that meet technical, schedule, and cost equi ements.

Thank you to eve yone that was thoughtful enough to exp ess sympathy at the
ecent passing of my fathe . The ca ds,
flowe s, and donations that we e sent
we e g eatly app eciated.
—Gl ria Richards
The NASA Glenn BPW (Business and
P ofessional Women) would like to
thank Cente employees fo thei suppo t in the pu chase of plants and pins
f om BPW. Without eve yone's suppo t
th ough these fund aising events, ou
yea ly schola ship awa ds would not be
possible.
—BPW

Olga G nzález-Sanabria has been appointed di ecto , Systems Management
Office. González-Sanab ia has mo e than
20 yea s of expe ience in esea ch and
development/p oject management, and
implementation of institutional p og ams
and p ocesses. He demonst ated leade ship ability to p omote a lea ning
envi onment within he o ganization has
maximized oppo tunities fo employees
to cont ibute to the o ganization's mission and Glenn's Key Values of a model
wo kplace th ough commitment to Dive sity, Quality, Integ ity, and Openness.
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Pappas

bachelo s deg ee in Communications at
Baldwin–Wallace College. Both winne s
eceived $300 fo use towa d tuition,
books, o elated expenses.

Gonzá ez-Sanabria

R byn G rd n has been named chief of
the Office of Human Resou ces. Go don
will lead the staff
in implementing
employment and
pe sonnel se vice.
Go don most ecently se ved as
assistant human
esou ces di ecto
fo the Cuyahoga
County
Public
Gordon

A drich

I wish to exp ess my hea tfelt thanks to
the many f iends and cowo ke s of the
late Tom Boone. You suppo t and gene osity have been a g eat sou ce of comfo t to his son, Joshua, and his family.
Tom enjoyed his many yea s at NASA
and will be missed.
—Gl ria McIlwain

Glenn’s Business and P ofessional
Women’s (BPW) o ganization ecently
announced the winne s of its 2002
BPW schola ships. Suzanne Aldrich,
St uctu al Systems Dynamics B anch, is a
pa t-time hono student cu ently on the
Dean’s list at Lo ain County Community
College. She is pu suing an associate
deg ee in Mechanical Design. Elaine
Pappas, Space Communications Office,
is a pa t-time hono student pu suing a

DEADLINES: News items and b ief announcements
fo publication in the Septembe issue must be
eceived by noon, Thu sday, August 15. The deadline fo the Octobe issue is noon, F iday, Septembe
13. Submit cont ibutions to the edito via E-mail at
do een.zudell@g c.nasa.gov, fax 216–433–8143,
phone 216–433–5317 o 216–433–2888, o send
to MS 3–11. Ideas fo news sto ies a e welcome
but will be published as space allows.
Editor..............................................Doreen B. Zudell
InDyne, Inc.
Assistant Editor..................................S. Jenise Veris
InDyne, Inc.
Managing Editor.................................Lori J. achul
AeroSpace Frontiers is an official publication of Glenn
Resea ch Cente , National Ae onautics and Space
Administ ation. It is published the fi st F iday of each
month by the Community and Media Relations
Office in the inte est of the Glenn wo kfo ce,
eti ees, gove nment officials, business leade s, and
the gene al public. Its ci culation is app oximately
6700.

Aerospace Frontiers: October 2002

Congresswoman visits Plum Brook
Ohio Congr ssional R pr s ntativ Marcy Kaptur visit d
Plum Brook Station on S pt mb r 3 to l arn mor about
NASA's Nucl ar Syst ms Initiativ and National A rospac
Initiativ . During h r visit,
Facility Manag r Rob rt Kozar
provid d an ov rvi w of
Plum Brook and bri f d h r
on th Nucl ar R actor
D commissioning Proj ct.
C–2002–1673
Photo by Marvin Smith
R pr s ntativ s from th U.S.
D partm nt of Agricultur and
th U.S. Fish and Wildlif provid d insight into th ir fforts for wildlif and
humans to liv mor harmoniously. Pictur d (l ft to right) ar Kozar, R p.
Kaptur, and C nt r Dir ctor Donald Campb ll.

Glenn dialogues with FAA
K y p rsonn l from th F d ral
Aviation Administration (FAA)
Engin and Prop ll r Dir ctorat
r c ntly m t with p rsonn l from
th Gl nn A ronautics Dir ctorat ,
th Ultra-Effici nt Engin T chnology (UEET) Program, th Offic of
Saf ty and Assuranc T chnologi s
(OSAT), and Sci nc Applications
Int rnational Corporation supporting OSAT. Th r pr s ntativ s
Photo by Doreen Zudell
discuss d a joint t chnology
c rtifiability program. Th nd goal of this program is to r duc th d v lopm nt-toimpl m ntation tim of n w t chnologi s curr ntly b ing d v lop d within th
UEET program. Pictur d l ft to right ar Victoria Brisco (SAIC/5000), Fran Favara
and Jorg F rnand z (FAA), Dav Br w r (0300/5920), and Carol Ginty (2600).

Cancer awareness
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Although th R lay-for-Lif campaign is
usually months ah ad of Br ast Canc r
Awar n ss Month obs rv d in Octob r,
Gl nn's support for both on b half of th
Am rican Canc r Soci ty is always on
tim . This y ar’s NASA t am, compos d
of Gl nn mploy s and survivors from
th H art-to-H art Br ast Canc r Support
Group, h lp d rais th approximat ly
$50K coll ct d during th Brunswick
R lay-for-Lif h ld Jun 7 to 8. Rick (5420)
and B rny (0120) Baldwin organiz d th
Gl nn t am. Strang rs From th Str t,
a band compos d of s v ral Gl nn
mploy s, did a b n fit p rformanc
as w ll.

Photo by Tom Jares

A warm welcome
Employ s throughout th Lab gath r d in
th Main Caf t ria on August 13 to congratulat and w lcom Dr. Julian Earls as
Gl nn's d puty dir ctor. Th humorous
"Toast and Roast" consist d of a s ri s of
sp ak rs including Olga Gonzál z-Sanabria,
dir ctor of th Syst ms Manag m nt Offic
(pictur d with Earls) who r minisc d about
Earl's past xp ri nc s at Gl nn and pl dg d
support in th futur .

Tech Expo 2002
On August 22, mor than 350 Gl nn
gov rnm nt and contract mploy s
w r tr at d to xhibits from 25 mostly
small busin ss s including industryl ading manufactur rs, d v lop rs, and
syst ms int grators during th
"T chnology Expo" in th Ad Bldg.
Auditorium. Th v nt, sponsor d by
th Small Busin ss Offic , is an annual
outr ach activity h ld at th C nt r to
provid th busin ss community an
opportunity to d monstrat th ir
t chnology, tools, softwar , furnitur ,
and quipm nt. Pictur d b low ar
mploy s trying out a work unit
display d by th St phan Group.
Photo by S. Jenise Veris

Delta IV fairing tested
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

falls away from the vehicle to shed
the excess weight and to expose the
payload for orbital insertion. If it fails
to separate from the launch vehicle,
the entire mission will be lost since
the added weight of the fairing will
drag the launch vehicle off course,
and eventually back into the Earth’s
atmosphere where it will be destroyed.
Jerry Carek, SPF facility manager,
explained that special handling
procedures and equipment were
employed to ensure a successful
simulation of the Delta IV test.
“Pyrotechnic devices (which induce
fairing separation) were strategically
placed between the fairing’s clam-like
shells," Carek said. "Within the 300
milliseconds it takes for the explosion, special rigging similar to what
mountain climbers use catch the
shells before they hit the chamber
walls, and pneumatic actuators pull
down each fairing segment to
simulate the acceleration of the
launch vehicle.”
On December 12, the Delta IV
payload fairing was successfully
jettisoned in the SPF under simulated

An illustration
of the fairing
separation
before payload
goes into orbit.

high altitude conditions. The test
confirmed the structural integrity of
the fairing hardware during the
separation event. It also measured the
fairing dynamic motion in order to
correlate this data with analytic
models. Finally, the test verified that
spacecraft interface shock requirements were met during the separation
event. Tests were conducted for
Boeing on a “full cost recovery” basis.
Bob Kozar, chief, Plum Brook Management Office, said that Glenn will
continue to use its unique, world-class
test facilities at Plum Brook to support
essential risk reduction efforts for
NASA, other Government agencies,
and the private sector. Currently, the
SPF is preparing for NASA’s Mars

Exploration Rover (MER) Airbag
Landing System development tests.
From February through June, the SPF
will be used to conduct payload fairing
separation tests for the new Lockheed
Martin Atlas V Launch Vehicle. Immediately following the Atlas V tests, SPF
will be used again for MER certification
tests, well into 2003.
“The United States is fortunate to have
these unique test facilities located at
Plum Brook," Kozar said. “The facility
plays an important role in reducing the
risk of failure for critical national
aerospace programs. Ground testing
is a wise investment."

JANUARY 2002

Changes enhance Center BMS
THE New Year brings changes for

the Center’s Business Management
System (BMS) in a number of areas,
including a new registrar, a revised
ISO 9000 standard, changes in the
internal audit process, and improvements to the Corrective and
Preventive Action Reporting System
(CPARS).
In April, National Quality Assurance
(NQA), USA, becomes Glenn’s new
ISO 9000 registrar. NQA will first
conduct a site visit and document
review, then follow up about a
month later with a pre-assessment
audit to evaluate the Center’s
readiness for the revised ISO 9000
standard.
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In August, a certification audit will be
conducted, as the 3-year certification
the Center earned in September 1999
will expire. This will involve multiple
auditors over multiple days.
“The revised standard does not
remove any requirements of the
previous version; however, it imposes
some new requirements,” said BMS/
ISO Technical Lead Karen Meinert.
“Additional requirements in leadership, customer focus, and continual
improvement now make the standard
similar to other national quality
management awards such as the
Malcolm Baldridge.”
Changes in the internal audit process

will incorporate
lessons learned
from last year
and the additional
focus areas of the
new standard. Among the upcoming
enhancements to CPARS is the
integration of the Employee Suggestion
Award Program, which will be coming
early this year. Users should find the
web-based system more convenient.
“I see all of these changes as having
positive effects in improving the BMS
and in fulfilling the commitments of
our Center Quality Policy,” said Olga
González-Sanabria, senior management representative for the ISO
project.

AUGUST 2002
Graphics by Kelly Shankland

led to an innovative and ve y successful
t aveling wave tube p og am at NASA
Glenn Resea ch Cente . Team membe s
include Dr. Car l L. K ry, Karl R. Vaden,
Dr. Jeffrey D. Wils n, and Edwin G.
Wintucky.
C de Parallelizati n Team f r the
Average-Passage Turb machinery
C de: Fo educing tu bine engine comp esso analysis time by a facto of 2400:1
elative to 1992. Team membe s include
Dr. J hn J. Adamczyk, Mark Celestina,
Isaac L pez, Richard A. Mulac, and J seph P. Veres.
Intelligent Life Extending C ntr l Team:
Fo development and demonst ation of
Intelligent Life Extending Cont ol technology fo comme cial ai c aft engines.
Team membe s include Dr. Sanjay
Garg, Dr. Ten-Huei Gu , Carl F. L renz ,
Kevin J. Melcher, and Khary I. Parker.
DOE/NASA Stirling Techn l gy Assessment Team: Fo p oviding a c itical technology evaluation that esulted in the
selection of the 55-We Sti ling conve to
as the nea -te m advanced powe system fo NASA’s deep-space missions.
Team membe s include Tim thy D. Best,
Sc tt B. Cutlip, Richard M. Deppish,
Dr. Dale C. Fergus n, Steven M. Geng,
Eric L. G lliher, Th mas W. G dnight, Tim thy J. Heineke, Richard
Hemler, Michael D. Herlacher, William
O. Hughes, Patrick A. L ney, Richard T.
Manella, Lee S. Mas n, Mark E.
McNelis, Kenneth D. Mell tt, Michael
H. Packard, Stephen V. Pepper, Mary A.
Salv , Sergey Sam rez v, N el B.
Sargent, Jeffrey G. Schreiber, R bert
Sec r, R bert J. Sefcik, Richard K.
Shaltens, R nald L. Shaw, Paul A. Steve,
Vincente J. Suarez, and Lanny G. Thieme.
Turb machinery Disk All y Devel pment Team: Fo developing a new
tu bomachine y disk alloy that will advance the state of the a t fo comme cial
and milita y ai plane tu bine engines.
Team membe s include R bert D.
Draper, David L. Ellis, Dr. Tim thy P.
Gabb, Anita Garg, Dr. J hn Gayda, Jr.,
Pete T. Kantz s, William J. Karpinski,

Se ior Executive Service Appoi tme ts
Harry A. Cikanek, chief, Space T anspo tation P oject Office;
Olga D.
G nzález-Sanabria, di ecto , Systems
Management Office; Dr. Dhanireddy R.
Reddy, chief, Tu bomachine y and
P opulsion Systems Division; ; ; ; ; Dr.
Gary
T.
Seng,
di ecto ,
Ae op opulsion Resea ch P og am Office; and Jaiw n Shin, deputy di ecto ,
Ae onautics.
Disti guished Publicatio Award
Tim thy P. McCartney, Gary S.
Williams n, and A. R bert P rr : In
ecognition of the excellence and value
of thei publication entitled “Expe imental Investigation of Supe sonic Inlet Unsta t
and Local Flow Field Distu bance Due to
Engine Comp esso Stall."
Abe Silverstei Medal
Mark P. Wernet: Fo effo ts in the development and application of Pa ticle
Imaging Velocimet y (PIV) systems fo
ae ospace p opulsion systems.
Steve V. Szabo E gi eeri g
Excelle ce Award
Stirling Engine Vibrati n Test Team: Fo
effo ts in advancing the technical eadiness level and futu e use of the Sti ling
engine conve to . Team membe s include Jeffrey G. Schreiber, Th mas W.
G dnight, William 0. Hughes, and Mark
E. McNelis.
Craftma ship Awards
Ge rge J. Saad: In ecognition of his
innovative app oach to designing and
packaging the silicon-ca bide hightempe atu e anemomete . Daniel S.
G rman, Jr. and Stephen J. Hayes: In
ecognition of the skill, knowledge, and

attention to detail that was demonst ated
in p epa ing the Twin Otte icing esea ch
ai c aft fo the Piloted Icing Flight Simulato Flight Test.
40 Years of Gover me t Service
Karen L. Arcuri, Cliff rd H. Arth, Paul G.
Asm ndy, Bruce M. Auer, Michael
Baldizzi, Ernest Bert ne, James T.
B wser, R bert J. B zich, James E.
Cairelli, James W. Cery, James E.
D ckrill, N rman R. Fallert, Dennis J.
Fischbach, J seph D. Gaby, J hn R.
Gallagher, R bert F. Geil, L uis J.
G ldman, Laurence J. Heidelberg, Ih r
Kramarchuk, Edward T. Kremser, Wayne
W. Larcey, Gary G. Lesny, Wayne L.
Lippert, Gary V. L renz, Frank Savin ,
Albert C. Sh tt, R nald J. S b lewski,
Herbert G. Stannert, R bert M. Suhay,
J hn J. Sv b da, Dr. R y C. Tew, and
Karen J. Wester.
45 Years of Gover me t Service
J hn T. Hall ran, R bert C. Hendricks,
David M. Herb, B nnie J. McBride, and
Erwin V. Zaretsky.
NASA One (Pr ject N ah) Team
Fo cont ibuting to the eview of the
NASA info mation technology inf ast uctu e at the equest of the special
assistant to the administ ato fo
info mation management, which esulted
in a epo t that laid out a sound technology foundation fo a mode n, secu e,
low-cost NASA telecomputing envi onment that can be implemented in a
timely manne . Team membe s include
Anth ny A. Facca, Les G. Farkas,
Michael A. Heryak, Richard S. Kurak,
and D n J. S s ka.
Special Achieveme t Award
for Missio Assura ce
Frank R bins n, Jr.: Fo outstanding
p og am suppo t fo the initial implementation and deployment of the P ocess
Based Mission Assu ance Knowledge Management System. Dr. L is J. Scagli ne:
Fo outstanding leade ship in managing a
multi-cont acto team esponsible fo the
ollout deployment of the P ocess Based
Mission Assu ance Knowledge Management System at all NASA cente s.
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SES reception
Center Director Donald Campbell hosted a reception for Center employees to meet and greet Glenn's recently selected senior executives and
scientists on March 10. In welcoming remarks, Campbell respectfully
noted the high level the new executives and scientists have reached and
how they inspire others. He also stressed the diversity among the group,
which he said is reflective of the Glenn workforce. He enthusiastically
noted that a senior scientist pin, collaboratively designed by he and Rick
Bailer (0400) has been adopted by the Agency. Senior executives recognized were Harry Cikanek III, Daniel Gauntner, Olga González-Sanabria,
Dr. Anita Liang, Dr. Dhanireddy Reddy, and Dr. Jaiwon Shin. Senior
scientists recognized were Dr. Howard Ross and Dr. James Smialek.
Pictured, left to right, are Smialek, Connie Smialek, Dr. Gary Halford
(5000), and Gauntner.
C-2003-465

Photo by Marvin Smith

Thank you, researchers
An appreciation luncheon was held February 28 recognizing 15 Glenn
researchers who have lent their time and expertise to small, minority- and
women-owned businesses through the Garrett Morgan Commercialization
Initiative (GMCI) in 2002. Gail Wright (GLTC), GMCI program manager, and
Gynelle Steele (9400), the GMCI technical representative, highlighted the
researchers’ efforts to assess and advance the commercialization of developing
technologies by companies in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Minnesota.
These technologies included wireless communication services to track
physicians and patients; sensor technology to detect faults and errors in diesel
engines; fiber-reinforced foam composite for blade impact; a unique highpressure water nozzle system; hand-held security device that includes wireless
audio and visual communication coupled with self-defense capabilities; and a
novel system to manufacture optically transparent, hollow-glass, micro-sized
spheres with a variety of applications. Pictured, left to right, are Alan Downey
(5620), Dr. Félix Miranda (5640), and Chip Redding.
C-2003-396

Photo by Marvin Smith

VC hosts Wright Brothers
In celebration of the Centennial of Flight, Glenn's Visitor Center (VC) is offering
the public an opportunity to go back in time with the Wright Brothers.
Through an exciting monthly program, visitors can learn about the various
flight tests and other experiments the Wright Brothers performed during the
development of the first flying machine. Every third Saturday of the month
in 2003 at 11 a.m., the public is invited to hear Wilbur Wright (portrayed by
VC volunteer Allen Loew, pictured left) speak about early aviation research.
This is a fun-filled, interactive program designed for audience participation.
For more information and to make reservations, call 216–433–2000. Visit the
VC Web site at http://www.grc.nasa.gov/Doc/visitgrc.htm.
Photo by Monica Boyd
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Celebrating DN Bearing's
30th anniversary
June 29, 2003, marked the 30

th

anniver ary of a new era in bearing technology
that began in a Glenn te t rig. On that date in 1973, a te t rig wa activated with
two pecially de igned angular-contact ball bearing et to imulate the operation of the main haft of an advanced turbine aircraft engine with the peed et
at 3X106 DN. A technological breakthrough wa achieved 2500 te t hour
later—the longe t lived, high- peed bearing had urvived, i uing in the era
of the ultra-high- peed, rolling-element bearing.
Up until then, working knowledge on bearing technology wa limited to 2X106
DN. The pioneering re earch and the development of enabling lubricant and
material technology for the 3X106 DN bearing wa initiated in 1959 at NASA
Lewi (Glenn) by Erwin Zaret ky, now chief engineer in the Structure
and Acou tic Divi ion, in collaboration with indu try partner Han Signer,
Indu trial Tectonic , Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, and Eric Bamberger, General
Electric Co., Evan dale, OH.

W rking t gether as a team under NASA
sp ns rship, left t right, Hans Signer (ITI), Eric
Bamberger (GE) and Erwin Zaretsky (NASA) designed
and perated the first successful 3 milli n DN
bearings n June 29, 1973.

"We ran a total of 30 pecially de igned and manufactured 120-mm-bore angularcontact ball bearing at 25,000 rpm (120mm X 25000 rpm = 3X106 DN) for an
accumulated total of 74,800 te t hour ," Zaret ky recalled.

NASA's legislative victories
Continued from page 1

ugge tion ubmitted required legi lative change. Con equently, the F2M team
helped introduce legi lative propo al
into the FY03 proce that re ulted in
five legi lative amendment that re olved
everal F2M impediment .
Some of the provi ion under the e
amendment center on uch area a employment flexibility,
which now enable
Center to maximize
their ability to hire
the be t candidate ,
a well a remove
certain re triction that limit voluntary
eparation incentive . Another provi ion
eliminate certain limitation on appropriation for travel amount . For a ummary of the F2M legi lative action , vi it
http://wwwinternal.grc.nasa.g v/WWW/
0170/f2m/.
"The e provi ion are far reaching," aid
Glenn' F2M Point-of-Contact Olga
Gonzalez-Sanabria, director of the
Sy tem Management Office. "We're
proud that F2M i making a difference.

More propo al will be introduced in the
FY04 and FY05 proce ."
In an F2M update e ion in May,
Gonzalez-Sanabria provided an overview
of the program, touching on uch topic
a cope of the i ue , point of contact,
and tatu of overall ugge tion .
"With nearly 1000 ugge tion to date,
much progre
wa made quickly
to addre the e
concern ," he explained. "In February, however, the
F2M ta k force
effort wa put on
hold to addre the Space Shuttle
C lumbia inve tigation. Work re umed
in May, a the ta k force focu e on
re-evaluating the clo ure proce and
developing metric ."
Gonzalez-Sanabria noted everal u erfriendly enhancement that are being
developed for the F2M Web ite, http://
f2m.nasa.g v. The ite erve a the
primary feedback mechani m for
providing tatu and re ult to employee who have ubmitted ugge tion .

U ing a high- peed pulley-belt arrangement a a drive, Signer and Zaret ky
de igned the te t rig. They al o de igned
the 3X106 DN bearing u ing a highpeed-bearing dynamic computer
code developed by Tedric Harri , SKF
Indu trie , King of Pru ia, PA, for
NASA. Thi code wa the fir t of it
type that incorporated both thermal
and ela tohydrodynamic analy i .
Bamberger wa re pon ible for the
lubricant and material u ed in the
bearing. The bearing were manufactured from a ingle heat of VIM–VAR
AISI M–50 teel, u ing a double-vacuum
proce for the fir t time for thi
purpo e. A concept that the reearcher name "Bearing Thermal
Management" employed both underring lubrication and outer-ring cooling.
Thi enabled bearing operating temperature to increa e 50 o F to 425 o F
from the then tate-of-the-art bearing
temperature of 375 o F.
At 3 X106 DN the bearing life wa over 23
time that achievable for tate-of-the-art
ingle-vacuum-melted (VAR) AISI M–50
teel bearing . A a re ult of thi technological innovation, Zaret ky, Singer, and
Bamberger received an Industrial
Research Magazine IR 100 Award in
1975, now known a the R&D 100.
In the 3 decade that have pa ed, thi
technology ha been incorporated into
the pecification , de ign, and manufacture of all aircraft engine bearing .
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AIAA award

Charleston

González-Sanabria

Dr. Bailey

Dr. Landis

ATHENA award
Jo Ann Charleston, chief of Glenn's Educational Programs Office, was recently
honored with a 2003 ATHENA award
presented by Cleveland's Inside Business
magazine in partnership with Akron's
ATHENA Foundation. The ATHENA
Award programs recognize individuals
on the local, national, and international
level for their professional excellence,
community service, and assistance in
helping women to attain their full
leadership potential.

Hall of Fame
Olga D. González-Sanabria, director,
Systems Management Office, and Dr.
Sheila Bailey, senior physicist in the
Photovoltaic and Space Environments
Branch, joined nine other women inducted into the 2003 Ohio Women's
Hall of Fame. Governor Taft and First
Lady Hope Taft hosted the 25th annual
induction ceremony at the Ohio Statehouse on October 7.
The Ohio Women's Hall of Fame was
established in 1978 to create public recognition for the outstanding contributions Ohio women made to their state,
the Nation, and the world. Its members
come from all walks of life, but each
has demonstrated an extraordinary commitment to excellence, achievement,
and service to others.
González-Sanabria was lauded for
technical contributions including Long
Cycle-Life Nickel-Hydrogen Batteries,
used to power International Space Station power system, which earned her an
10

Dr. John Lytle, chief of the Computing
and Interdisciplinary Systems Office,
recently received the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
2003 Information Systems Award for his
outstanding leadership in developing
advanced software that dramatically
improves productivity in design of
propulsion systems for military and civil
applications. Lytle accepted the award,
which included an engraved bronze
medal, a certificate of citation, and a
rosette pin, during the AIAA's Digital
Avionics Conference awards luncheon
held October 15.

Engineering honors

Dr. Lytle

Zala

R&D 100 award. She is the only female
member on the Center's Strategic
Management Team and Glenn's first
Hispanic female to achieve the rank of
Senior Executive.
Bailey was recognized for her pioneering
work as technical lead in Quantum Dot
Solar Cell technology for Advanced Concepts in the Power and On-Board Propulsion Technology Division. Bailey has
authored or coauthored over 114 journal
and conference publications and five
book chapters. She will be the General
Chair of the 4th World Conference in
Photovoltaic Energy Conversion in 2006.

Hugo Award
Dr. Geoffrey Landis, Photovoltaic and
Space Environments Branch, has received the prestigious Hugo Award in
the category of Best Short Story of
the Year for his "Falling onto Mars." The
award is determined by popular vote
from members of the World Science
Fiction Society and presented at the
Society's annual convention, held this
year in Toronto, Canada. Landis was a
1992 winner in the same category for his
short story, "A Walk in the Sun."

Laszlo Zala, Facilities Engineering and
Architectural Branch, was the recipient
of several awards recognizing his leadership and contributions to the field of
engineering: honorary membership in
the University Senate at the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics, the institution's second highest honor;
induction into the Academy of Electrical
and Computer Engineering at the University of Missouri-Rolla for his leadership
and contributions to the profession of
electrical engineering; and the International Energy Manager Award from the
Association of Energy Engineers.
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Promotions
Dr. Paul Angel has been selected as the
Propulsion echnology Roadmap manager in the Special Projects Office. Angel
comes to this position from the Environmental Durability Branch within the
Materials Division. He brings considerable
materials expertise as well as demonstrated leadership in project management and intercenter and interagency
technology development activities. He
has received numerous performance
awards including the NASA Exceptional
Achievement Honor Award.
Mic ael Goin, who previously worked in
the Organizational Development and
raining Office, has been selected to be
executive director of the Cleveland
Federal Executive Board (FEB). Goin provides a full range of staff services to the
chairperson and members of the board.
he FEB functions as a focal point for
coordinating and sharing available information and expertise among Federal
agencies through activities of its committees, and serves as a major point of
contact between the private sector and
government in areas of local and Federal
concern. Goin replaces Judy Montfort,
who retired from this position earlier
this year.
Mark Mant ey has been selected chief
of the Space Systems and Grants Branch
in the Procurement Division. Manthey's
extensive experience in procurement,
both in research and development and
services and construction, prepare him
well for this new venture. Manthey served
a 1-year term at NASA Headquarters and
Office of Management and Budget's
Office of Federal Procurement Policy for
the Professional Development Program;
completed the Executive Potential
Program with a detail as an acting High
Speed Research subelement program
manager; and demonstrated leadership
in many Source Evaluation Board-level
procurements and other activities.

Awards
Olga González-Sanabria, director of the
Engineering and echnical Services, has
received the Women of Achievement
award from the Young Women's Chris10

Milton Be eim, 73, who was chief
engineer prior to his retirement in 1986,
recently died.
Edit (Long) Dona ue,, 82, who retired
as a secretary in 1985 after 22 years of
NASA service recently died.

Dr. Angel

Goin

William Fecyc , 80, who retired in 1973
with 17 years of Federal service, recently
died. He worked as a supervisory nuclear
engineer and helped design and bring
online the 60-megawatt research and
test reactor at Plum Brook Station.
T elma Hunt, 78, who retired in 1988
after 11 years of NASA service, recently
died. Hunt was a secretary.

Manthey

González-Sanabria

tian Association (YWCA). Established in
1977, this award is one of the most prestigious honors for women in Cleveland.
It recognizes women who demonstrate
outstanding leadership qualities, as well
as excellence, accomplishments, and
commitment in their careers and communities. Women chosen to receive this
award are role models and mentors. hey
have played significant roles in helping
other women achieve their goals. he
award recipients must also exemplify the
YWCA mission of empowering women
and eliminating racism.

Milton "Pete" Lauver, 83, who retired in
1982 after 24 years of service, recently
died. Lauver was a chemist who performed research in the area of combustion
fundamentals and space power as a
member of the Microgravity Division.
Jo n Misencik, 75, who retired in 1982
after 23 years of NASA service, recently
died. Misencik was head metallurgist in
the 1960s and 1970s.

Exchange Corner
• Discount movie tickets and Cedar
Point and Geauga Lake amusement
park tickets are available in the
Exchange Store.
• A Ribs and Chicken BBQ Cook Out
is set for May 20 and will be served
on the Main Cafeteria patio between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
• Don't forget the Main Cafeteria for
your catering needs. he Catering
Department can help you plan your
next party. For more information, call
Crystal Wodziszi, 216–433–5534.
• he Main and DEB cafeterias will
feature 8-inch individual Donatos
pizzas with toppings loaded EDGE
O EDGE for $4.99 each. Pizzas
will be on sale on Wednesdays from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Promotions
Mark Klem was selected for the position of Low Emissions Alternative Power (LEAP) project manager, Vehicle Systems Projects
Office. Klem, who currently serves as the Next Generation Launch
Technology Propulsion R&T project manager, brings to his new
position experience in development of the space shuttle main
engine combustor gained while employed at NASA Marshall and
demonstrated ability to integrate technical feasibility based on
systems requirements to implement key projects at the Center.
His space propulsion experience will be an asset to LEAP advoKlem
cacy in hydrogen-based propulsion as well as propulsion and
power technology and system concept development for Mars exploration, a potentially new addition to the Vehicle Systems Program technology portfolio.
Kestutis Civinskas was selected for the position of Ultra-Efficient Engine Technology
(UEET) project manager, Vehicle Systems Projects Office. Civinskas, who currently
serves as deputy chief of the Aeropropulsion Projects Office, has extensive technical
and project management experience, including research conducted in fluid dynamics
and heat transfer of advanced air-breathing and space propulsion turbomachinery,
project management of two Base R&T projects, and as former UEET manager of the
Highly Loaded Turbomachinery Subproject. His demonstrated management of large
technical projects and ability to integrate technologies will be particularly valuable to
the UEET project and the Quiet Airplane Technology Project.

Honors

A

s a part of an annual celebration of National Business Women's Week, three
employees were recognized for their contribution within NASA Glenn's Business
& Professional Women (BPW) organization and the Glenn community on October 9,
at the BPW Region 3 Meeting in Akron. BPW Honoree Anita Alexander, Office of the
Director, was recognized for her "innovative membership programs," being the first to
collaborate the BPW club with diversified groups at NASA. BPW Honoree Kimala
Laster, Research Testing Division, was recognized for "overcoming barriers for women"
through her active role as a
mentor and promoting education for women. Community
Honoree Olga GonzalezSanabria, Engineering and
Technical Services Directorate,
was recognized for "empowering others to follow their
dreams" by her leadership and
as a role model for Hispanics. ◆

Pictured, left to right, Laster,
Alexander, and GonzalezSanabria.
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Ronald "Joe" Sovie,
who retired January
2003, recently died.
Following an initial
assignment with the
Army Rocket and
Guided
Missile
Agency, Sovie began
his 42-year NASA
Sovie
career serving as a
research physicist in
such areas as plasma physics, electric
propulsion, and space power. Most recently, he was a consultant for onsite
contractor Northrop Grumman.
Remembered as a focused and straightforward guy, who worked tirelessly on
behalf of the Center, Sovie devoted most
of his NASA career to the development
of aerospace power systems. As deputy
chief of the Power and On-Board Propulsion Technology Division for 10 years
and acting chief for 2, Sovie led advanced
space power technology development
supporting numerous NASA missions.
Among his noted accomplishments was
chair of the Independent Evaluation
Group supporting the Strategic Defense
Continued on next page
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New leadership
across the Agency

Honor

Photo by Raphael Sanabria

Glenn's Dr. Marla Perez-Davis, chief, Electrochemistry Branch, and Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria, director,
Engineering and Technical Services, were honored
as Distinguished Alumni during the University of
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez (UPR) 2005 Alumni Association Ceremony held October 16. Both graduates
of the UPR School of Engineering were among
seven alumni of various disciplines who were
recognized and presented with a plaque. The
plaque reads: "for their professional endeavors for
the benefit of our society, for serving as a role
model for our youth, and for their legacy to
future generations, is an affirmation of the prestige
and academic excellence of our alma mater
and its vital contribution to Puerto Rico."

Center, took over the reins of center
director following Roy Bridges' retirement
announcement, effective January 2006.
Roe previously served as Langley's associate director for Business Management
from August 2003 until being named
deputy director. She has more than 20
years experience in engineering, technical, and managerial positions, working
for both government and private industry. She began her NASA career at
Kennedy Space Center in 1987.
Gonzalez-Sanabria and Perez-Davis

Center Operations Directorate
welcomes new leadership
Continued from page 1

development. He also served as NASA Kennedy's director of Equal Opportunity
Programs prior to accepting the position at NASA Headquarters.
"Ken's qualifications and ability to assume his new responsibilities is unquestionable
among his peers around the Agency," said Dr. Earls.
Aguilar is the recipient of NASA Exceptional Service Medal, the Ohio Governor's Award
of Merit, and the Community Service Award from National Image of Northeast Ohio
among others.
In addition to Aguilar taking the helm of the Center Operations
Directorate, Michael Bilinovich joins the management team as
the new chief of the Security Management and Safeguards Office.
Bilinovich brings to the position extensive experience in both local
and Federal law enforcement. He has enjoyed a distinguished
career as a special agent with the U.S. Secret Service first begun in
Cleveland in 1983. Most notable among his assignments was assistant to the Special Agent in Charge overseeing security operations
Bilinovich
for Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush. He also served as
the assistant to the Special Agent in Charge at the Houston Field Office and more
recently, the Special Agent in Charge at the Cleveland Field Office. ◆

Seven Space Act Awards selected
Continued from page 8

Kopasakis, Instrumentation and Controls
Division, is the developer.
Data Qualification/Validation Testbed: This
software was created to conduct the verification procedure for a data validation
system designed for a particular application, which was initially applied to a
10

Continued from page 2

component of rocket engine health
management system. Shane Sowers (ANLX)
Glenn's Instrumentation and Controls
Division, is the developer. ◆
The Technology Transfer and Partnership
Office manages these awards. Contact
Laurel Stauber, Glenn's Awards Liaison
Officer, 3-2820.

Michael Coats became director of NASA's
Johnson Space Center, effective
November 7. A former astronaut of
three shuttle missions and vice president
of Lockheed Martin Astronautics
(Denver), Coats replaces Jefferson
Howell, Jr., who is on assignment as a
visiting professor to the Lyndon B.
Johnson School of Public Affairs at the
University of Texas at Austin. Coats first
joined NASA in 1978 as a member of
the first astronaut class specifically
selected to fly the space shuttle. He
retired from NASA and the Navy in
August 1991.

AeroSpace Frontiers is an official publication of
Glenn Research Center, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. It is published the first
Friday of each month by the Community and
Media Relations Office in the interest of the
Glenn workforce, retirees, Government officials,
business leaders, and the general public. Its
circulation is approximately 6700.
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SGT, Inc.
Assistant Editor..........................S. Jenise Veris
SGT, Inc.
Managing Editor...............Kelly R. DiFrancesco
DEADLINES: News items and brief
announcements for publication in the January
issue is noon, December 9. The deadline
for the February issue is noon, January 12.
Submit contributions to the editor via e-mail,
doreen.zudell@grc.nasa.gov, fax, 216–433–
8143, phone, 216–433–5317 or 216–433–
2888, or MS 3–11. Ideas for
news stories are welcome but
will be published as space
allows. View us online at http:/
/AeroSpaceFrontiers.
grc. nasa.gov.

Employees Invited

Virtual Trip to the Moon

Appointments

Take a virtual trip to the moon
via NASA's Vision for Space Exploration 53-foot trailer exhibit.
It will be onsite for employees
to visit on May 5. Stay tuned to
Today@Glenn for details.

Anita Alexander has been selected an Offce of Strategic Management
(OSM) specialist. Alexander joins the team responsible for assisting
the OSM director in formulating the Center's strategic management
process and developing the Center's strategic roadmap. Alexander
brings to her new position a wealth of experience in the areas of
management and marketing, in addition to outstanding communications skills and team focus.

My family and I would like to thank my
NASA coworkers and friends for their
support and prayers following my mother's death. The calls, cards, fowers and
donations meant so much during this
diffcult time.
—Linda Norberg
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I wish to thank all of the employees who
contributed leave to me while I recovered from ankle surgery. The prayers,
good wishes, kind words and donations
of leave helped me during this diffcult
time. Your thoughtfulness will always
be remembered.
—Terressa Mills

Honor
Engineering and Technical Services Directorate Director Olga
Gonzalez-Sanabria is one of 12 Latino engineers to be featured in
the book "Ay Mija, Why Do You Want To Be An Engineer?" written
by Edna Campos. In addition to Gonzalez-Sanabria, two other NASA
employees are featured: Laurie Carillo (Johnson) and Debbie Martinez
(Langley).The book discusses the engineers' childhoods and shows
students how they can serve as role models in pursuing degrees in
engineering.The target audience is third- through ffth-graders. The
book is endorsed by the Society of Hispanic Engineers (SHPE), with
portions of the proceeds going to the SHPE scholarship fund.

GonzalezSanabria

Glenn contributed to STS–1 success
Continued from page 1

propulsion, turbomachinery and heat
transfer analysis applied in development
of the Space Shuttle Main Engines. Fuel
cell research led to increased effciency
in powering the orbiter, while a series
of tests in the 10 by 10-Foot Supersonic
Wind Tunnel helped validate the shuttle
design and performance.
Glenn-developed liquid hydrogen propulsion technology that substantially
contributed to Apollo missions' success
also paved the way to develop a compact
engine powerful enough to carry the
desired payloads of the space shuttle.
Adapting the turbopump designs and
elements of the main injector assembly
for the combustion chamber dating back
to the 1950s and 1960s became critical
to containing and delivering propellants
6

in an internal environment more severe
than any rocket engine previously built.
The data accumulated from heat transfer
analysis and cyclic testing also aided predictions for engine life expectancy.
As NASA celebrates the space shuttle's
25th anniversary, the nation approaches
the close of another chapter in human
exploration and the beginning of a new
one as NASA transitions to the Crew
Exploration Vehicle.
The public is invited to learn more about
the shuttle program and celebrate "The
Space Shuttle’s Silver Anniversary" during a special Third Saturday presentation
at Glenn's Visitor Center on April 15. See
"News Notes" on page 7 of this issue for
more information on the program. ◆

A special thanks to all the Glenn employees for their condolences and support
on the recent death of my mother, Julia
Romero.They were comforting during a
time of great loss.
—Robert Romero and family
AeroSpace Frontiers is an offcial publication
of Glenn Research Center,NationalAeronautics
and Space Administration. It is published the
frst Friday of each month by the Community
and Media Relations Offce in the interest of
the Glenn work force, retirees, Government
offcials, business leaders and the general
public. Its circulation is approximately 6700.
Editor..................................Doreen B. Zudell
SGT, Inc.
Assistant Editor.......................S. Jenise Veris
SGT, Inc.
Managing Editor.................Kelly R.DiFrancesco
DEADLINES: News items and br ief
announcements for publication in the May issue
must be received by noon,April 14. The deadline
for the June issue is noon, May 12. Submit
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zudell@grc.nasa.gov, fax 216–433–8143,
phone 216–433–5317 or 216–433–2888, or
MS 3–11. Ideas for news stories are welcome
but will be published
as space allows. View
us online at http://
AeroSpaceFrontiers.grc.
nasa.gov.

Many of you have expressed to me that it is important for
Rich and me to be involved personally in communicating
Glenn's capabilities. This month , for example, I'll be
providing a Center overview to NASA's Associate
Administrator for the Science Mission Directorate, Dr.
Mary Cleave , and her staff during the monthly Science
Mission Directorate Review. Our regular participation in
this meeting helps the science community understand our
accomplishments and capabilities that are relevant to its
programs .

Communicating the Center's Competence
During my first All Hands meeting as Director in January, I
stated that making Glenn a healthy entity is an Agency
priority. Communicating the Center's competencies is
crucial to achieving that goal.
Over the past 11 months, I have been participating in
agency-level meetings to ensure that potential customers
are aware of our capabilities and to demonstrate that we
can do the exciting work associated with NASA's mission .

These meetings enable agency leadership to understand
and support one another, work problems and/or issues to
get solutions and identify opportun ities to partner in future
work. My participation in these meetings better ensures
that Glenn has a sign ificant role in helping the Agency to
meet its goals.

Last month , our Center hosted the Exploration Systems
Mission Directorate (ESMD) Quarterly Program
Management Review in Cleveland . The Associate
Adm inistrator, Associate Director of Exploration Systems,
Center Directors, and program managers involved in
Exploration attended . The two-day meeting centered on
discussing both the progress and the challenges the
agency is experiencing as we implement the Vision for
Space Exploration .

Hernandez Shares His Inspirational Story
Astronaut Jose M. Hernandez's motivational account -
from his childhood as a member of a migrant farming
family and finally
realizing his dream of
becoming an astronaut - drew a standing
ovation at Glenn's 2006
Hispanic Heritage Month
Observance on
September 25 .
"I excelled in math , even
Astronaut Jose Hernandez, center,
before I could speak
chats with Dr. Ruben De/Rosario,
English , because it was
chief, Facilities, Management and
universal to all
languages. My teachers Planning Office, and Gonzalez
Sanabria at the reception follo wing
recognized and nurtured
the program. Credit: NASA/Michelle
my talent with advanced Murphy
instruction , so by the
time I reached high school I was already interested in
science and engineering ," Hernandez recalled , "When I
heard of NASA's selection of Frankl in Chang-Diaz, the
first Hispanic astronaut, it was to me as if a flood gate
swung open to my career possibilities, includ ing becoming
an astronaut."

Left to right, ESMD Associate Administrator, Scott
Horowitz, Glenn's Ares I Elements Project Manager Vince
Bilardo and Dr. Whitlow exa mine the internal structure of
the Ares 1-1 Upper Stage Simulator Pathfinder- 1 "tuna
can" segment during the ESMD Quaterly Program
Review. Credit: NASA/Quentin Schwinn

I

In addition to the ESMD management review, I attend
other important meetings that alternate across NASA
centers . The monthly Strategic Management Council
meeting, chaired by NASA Administrator Mike Griffin ,
provides oversight in planning and evaluating all current
mission , operational and engineering activities in the
agency. Additionally, the Program Management Council
meeting centers on resolving major program and project
issues and risks .

Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria, director of the Engineering and
Technical Services Directorate, kicked off the festivities
that supported this year's theme : "H ispanic Americans :
Our Rich Culture Contributing To America 's Future ." The
celebration included cultural performances such as
capoeira , the art of defense through dance , performed by
Hispana Group, and the lively performance of Joya de
Mexico, a mariachi band .

Deputy Director Rich Christiansen and I also meet
regularly with other centers, includ ing Goddard , Langley
and Marshall , to identify opportunities to leverage our
collective technical strength to solve agency problems .

The Office of Equal Opportunity Programs and the
Hispanic Advisory Council sponsored the event.
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Retiree Spotlight

Presidential Rank Presented to Three
Managers

Fleming Promotes Communications Through
Ham Radio

By Doreen Zudell

'

Retiree Norman Fleming, 89, is still forging new horizons .
An amateur radio "ham" for 65 years, Fleming testifies that
anyone can be a ham operator regardless of age, sex or
physical ability.
"When you call out on a ham radio , the possibilities are
endless," said Fleming , whose station call letters are
W8PJ . "The person responding may be next door, across
the globe or even an astronaut in outer space."
Fleming dedicated most of his 20-year career at Glenn as
a technician in space communications. He helped build
payloads with telemetry that launched on Nike Cajun , Nike
Apache and Aerobee space probes from Wallops Island in
the Atlantic Ocean . The research was aimed at
understanding the characteristics of operating in the upper
atmosphere. He traveled across the United States
operating the portable small Earth terminal downlink
station used in conjunction with the Communications
Technology Satellite . This pioneered a new era in
television communications across the world . He also
worked on the telemetry for the Centaur Launch Vehicle .

Wessel

GonzalezDr. Blankson
Sanabria
Three Glenn managers were among an elite group of
federal employees who President George W. Bush
recently conferred the Presidential Rank Award -- the
highest award reserved for civil servants .
Associate Director Vernon "Bill" Wessel has received the
Presidential Rank of Distinguished Executive . Wessel was
recognized by NASA Executive Management, including
the Administrator and the Chief of NASA's Safety and
Mission Assurance Office , as the model of leadership for
Safety and Mission Assurance in NASA. His innovative
ideas, continued implementation of quality and dedication
to the development of world-class technical and
management staff at NASA has been vital in developing ,
supporting and implementing agency initiatives throughout

Fleming attributes much of
his career success to his
ham radio hobby. "I built a
lot of my own ham
equipment and learned to
improvise when something
wasn't working ," he
explained .

NASA.

Director of Engineering and Technical Services Olga
Gonzalez-Sanabria and Senior Technologist, Dr. Isaiah
Blankson, Research and Technology Directorate , have
received the Presidential Rank of Meritorious Executive.

Retiree Norm Fleming staffs
the Amateur Radio Club
Station at the NASA Glenn
Visitor Center. Credit:
NASA/Doreen Zude/1

Gonzalez-Sanabria has been recognized for planning ,
organizing and directing a full range of integrated services
including engineering , fabrication , testing , facility
management and aircraft services for Lewis Field and at
Plum Brook Station . She is also recognized for her efforts
in implementing the systems management flow-down
process established in NASA's policies, guidance and
Strategic Plan .

Although he retired in 1980,
Fleming stays connected with NASA through the Visitor
Center, logging in over 4,000 volunteer hours, to date. On
Tuesdays, Fleming operates the NASA Glenn Amateur
Radio Club Station . He also uses this opportunity to
explain to visitors the benefits of NASA programs such as
the space shuttle and International Space Station. Fleming
points out that several astronauts are hams and regularly
use the amateur radio to talk with people down on Earth
while in orbit.

Blankson is an internationally recognized hypersonics
expert, having authored and co-authored numerous
cutting-edge technical papers in hypersonics and related
fields . Prior to his current assignment, Blankson managed
the agency's Generic Hypersonic Program at NASA
Headquarters. During this time, he initiated a flight
program that led to NASA's X-43 Hypersonic Scramjet
Engine successful flights at Mach 7 and 10.

Fleming encourages many of the visitors to get their
Federal Communications Comm ission license so that they
can operate ham radios . He feels that this is one of the
most educational and worldwide hobbies available .

The U.S . Office of Personnel Management administers the
Presidential Rank Award Program , which is determined
through a rigorous selection process with final approval by
the President.

Aerospace Frontiers: January 2007

"A lot of young people I talk with don't feel that math,
science and geography have practical applications in their
lives," Fleming explained . "I show them how they can
apply all these subjects in a fun , exciting way not only as
ham operators, but in the design and building of their own
antenna systems and equipment."
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Center Says Aloha to Deputy Director

Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif. He was
responsible for overseeing the development of the
center's long-range strategic management plan and
creating a vision for the future of flight research .

By Katherine K. Martin and Doreen B. Zudell
NASA Glenn bid "aloha" to its "Big Kahuna ," Deputy
Director Richard S. Christiansen , who retired on June 1.
During a cake and coffee reception in the Administration
Building Auditorium and Foyer on May 30 , and a luau at
the LaCentre in Westlake on May 31, NASA employees
and retirees , colleagues and friends gathered to thank
Christiansen for 27 years of service to NASA.

Christiansen began his career with NASA in 1980 at Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field , Calif. , where he was
responsible for conducting systems analysis and large
scale aerodynamic and propulsion wind tunnel tests of
vertical or short take-off and land ing concepts. Much of his
early research has been used in development of current
U.S. military aircraft.

Engineering
Directorate Director,
Olga Gonzalez
Sanabria, left, and
Deputy Director of the
Safety and Mission
Assurance Directorate,
Rafael Sanabria, right,
join Christiansen at the
Hawaiian-themed
buffet table during the
luau in May.

Christiansen has held increasingly responsible positions
during his NASA career. From 1997 to 1998, Christiansen
served as Acting Associate Adm inistrator of the
Aeronautics and Space Transportation Technology
Enterprise in Washington D.C . One notable thread has
been consistent throughout these responsibilities: his
involvement and dedication to making new technologies
and concepts flight worthy. By his account, he has been
involved with well over 40 research , experimental,
demonstrator and developmental flight projects. At least
29 of them have gone on to fly.
"This has not been a normal aerospace engineer's
career," Christiansen said , adding , "but then , I have never
tried to be normal."

Christiansen served as
the Deputy Director
since November 16, 2003, sharing responsibilities for
planning, organizing and directing center activities, first
with Dr. Julian Earls (Director, 2003-2006) and recently
with Dr. Woodrow Whitlow Jr. (2006-present) .

Christiansen has received numerous honors and awards
including two Exceptional Performance Awards; a
Superior Accomplishment Award ; two Group Achievement
Awards ; the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal; and ,
since becoming a member of the Senior Executive
Service, has twice earned the Presidential Rank of
Meritorious Executive. He is an Associate Fellow of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

During his time at NASA Glenn, he led the efforts in
formulating and implementing a strategy to secure a better
position for the center within the agency. He was
instrumental in building partnerships throughout the
agency and recently with Glenn and the space flight
centers, resulting in significant recognition and
responsibilities for the center in space exploration systems
development.

"I have known Rich since very early in our careers and
always have valued his advice and counsel over the
years," said NASA Glenn Director Whitlow. "We have had
the opportunity to work on many projects for the agency
and have impacted NASA's directions on several fronts. At
Glenn, he has been instrumental in changing the culture of
the center and in helping to define a role in the area of
space flight systems development while ensuring
excellence in aeronautics and space research."

"Rich , who I convinced to leave the sunny climes of
California and join the Glenn team as my deputy, became
my go-to leader as Glenn and NASA were faced with the
numerous challenges," said Dr. Earls, who now serves as
Executive in Residence at Cleveland State University.
"These challenges were especially critical for the research
centers. Not only was Rich the right person at the right
time , he brought a degree of enthusiasm that was
contagious. The results of his competence and dedication
speak for themselves . Rich's service to NASA was
exemplary. I am proud to have worked with him and that
he is my friend as well as former colleague ."

In his farewell message to Glenn employees , Christiansen
noted that his most cherished memories are about "the
many people I have known . Any success I have had has
been merely a reflection of the people whom I have been
surrounded by."

Prior to his assignment as Deputy Director, Christiansen
served as the Associate Director for Planning at NASA's

Christiansen called "retirement" a journey "on to my next
set of adventures ."
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Hispanic Engineer National Achievement
Awards

Awards
Recognition for Dedication to Quality Work
and Flight Safety

Gonzalez-Sanabria celebrates
with husband Raphael
Sanabria, NASA Safety Center
deputy director, at the awards
ceremony.

NASA recently recognized the exemplary efforts of Glenn
employees Drs . James Gaier, Geoff Landis , Bradley
Lerch , James Nesbitt and Jayanta Panda with the
coveted title of Space Flight Awareness (SFA) honoree .
The employees were invited to attend the Discovery STS120 launch on October 23.

Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria ,
director of Glenn's Engineering Directorate, was honored
with a 2007 Executive Excellence award duri ng the 19th
Annual Hispanic Eng ineer National Achievement Awards
Conference (HENAAC) held October 11 - 13 in San
Diego , Cal if .. Gonzalez was recognized for her leadership
in managing a workforce of more than 400 engineers,
technicians and support personnel , who provide a full
range of integrated services including engineering ,
fabrication , testing and facility management for NASA and
industry.

The SFA award is the
highest tribute paid by
NASA to ind ividuals in the
agency, Department of
Defense and industry.
SFA honorees are
acknowledged with a vis it
to Kennedy Space Center to view a launch , attend a
reception in their honor and meet with top NASA and
industry officials and members of the astronaut corps .

Associate Director Bill
Wessel, left, joins
Center Director Dr.
Woodrow Whitlow, Jr. in
presenting the HENAAC
Luminary Award to Dr.
Agui. Credit: NASA
Glenn

Gaier, a physicist in the Space Environmental Durability
Branch , is recognized as a leading contributor on lunar
dust effects mitigation. This work is important in reducing
risks to astronaut health and protecting spacecraft to
assure successful lunar spaceflight missions.
Landis, a physicist in the Photovoltaic and Power
Technologies Branch, is recognized for inventing a new
mode of operation for solar arrays that reduces
atmospheric drag and the amount of propellant necessary
to maintain International Space Station's orbit. Landis'
invention has contributed to NASA goals for keeping
Station operational with major cost savings .

Recognized as one of
NASA's ris ing stars and
an inspiration to future generations pursu ing careers in
technology, Dr. Juan Agui , Microgravity Fluid Physics
and Transport Branch , was among the HENAAC Luminary
Honorees. Agui is the project scientist for the International
Space Station experiment, Investigating the Structure of
Paramagnetic Aggregates from Colloidal Emulsions - 2
(lnSPACE-2) . The experiment will gather data on
magnetorheological fluids (fluids that change properties in
response to magnetic fields) that can be used to improve
or develop new brake systems and robotics .

Lerch and Nesbitt, materials research engineers in the
Durability and Protective Coatings Branch , are
recognized for contributions to the Space Shuttle Return
to-Flight Program . Lerch led a multidisciplinary research
team to develop more accurate analysis methods for the
Space Shuttle External Tank's spray-on foam insulation
and developed strategies to eliminate the largest source
of high-density ice on the tank. Nesbitt, a member the
Reinforced-Carbon/Carbon (RCC) Spaced Shuttle
leading edge RCC Wrap Repair Team , demonstrated th e
viability of the coated-refractory metal materials system
for in-space repair of damaged wing leading-edge RCC
panels .

WVU STaR Symposium
NASA Glenn Undergraduate Student Research Program
intern Emily Calandrelli was runner-up and recipient of a
$600 award for her poster entry in a competition held
during West Virginia University's (WVU) statewide
Science, Technology and Research (STaR) Symposium
in September. Calandrelli , who is a WVU student, was 1
of 20 students selected to compete in the symposium
themed "Defining Our Future : The STaR Enterprise in
West Virginia ." Her entry was based on research
conducted on the affects of liquid fuel sprays in the
process of combustion while working in Glenn's
Combustion Branch under the mentorship of Dr. Yolanda
Hicks and Anthony lannetti.

Panda, an OAI senior scientist supporting Glenn's
Acoustics Branch , is recognized for his contributions as a
member of the NASA Engineering and Safety Center,
Materials Super Problem Resolution Team . The team
developed alternative methodology that is critical for
measuring and estimating aerodynamic loads, and to
ensuring the structural safety of the Space Shuttle
External Tank with the Protuberance Air Load (PAL)
ramps removed .
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Engineering Model Guides Glenn's New Business Practices
NASA Glenn has been assigned major space flight hardware development responsibilities
integral to NASA's implementation of the Vision for Space Exploration. To meet these
responsibilities, center management created the Engineering Directorate by knitting together
elements of four directorates. This structure enables the center to successfully undertake space
flight projects while continuing to provide engineering for aeronautics projects. While this
structural change gave us needed resources, it did not give us another key ingredient to success:
a common method of working together.
A common method is critical because of the centerwide scope and complexity of the projects. It is
also needed because of the checks and balances that are established by the "Technical
Olga
Authority" concept in agency governance to assure space flight development success. Through
its history, Glenn operated under several models for organizing engineering, and each of the four Gonzalez-Sanabria
Director of Engineering
ancestor directorates had their own way of doing business. To create a common method for
performing engineering development projects at Glenn, however, we developed what we call the
"engineering model." This model governs how we conduct engineering on the center's many and varied projects.
Under this model, the Engineering Directorate populates project teams with commonality in engineering structure, functions
and responsibility as defined under our Technical Authority Implementation Plan. Project managers can hold the
Engineering Directorate responsible and accountable for the quality of engineering and the delivery of an integrated
product, even when a contractor performs the work. Furthermore, we are committed to open and effective communications,
a path for independently elevating engineering issues, and appropriate checks and balances from the highest to the lowest
level of the organization to ensure project success.
As we approach delivery of Ares I-X hardware to NASA Kennedy, we can reflect on how we overcame and met all the
challenges. I'm confident we will find that much of the success is based on effective implementation of the Glenn
engineering model. We also know that we can be confident it will fly successfully, based on the sound engineering
principles and rigor we applied throughout its definition, design and development.
› Return to Front Page
Find this article at:
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/news/AF/2008/Sept08_GuestED.html
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Forum Addresses Cultural
Improvement Activities

O

n January 22, Center Director Dr.
Woodrow Whitlow Jr., members of
senior management and the Employee
Feedback Group chairs led an All
Hands Cultural Improvement Forum
to update employees on activities
underway that would help build a
stronger, healthier work environment.
Associate Director Bill Wessel, Glenn's
Cultural Steering Committee chairman,
opened the forum with an overview of
center processes and activities adopted
to address issues relating to cultural
shortcomings that were identifed in
the 2007 Glenn Cultural Survey. Center
Director Whitlow followed Wessel with
some specifcs on the work his leadership

team is doing to
address survey fndings,
including partaking in
the 4-D assessment
process and attending
Lean Six Sigma training.
As part of the process
toward cultural change,
directorate heads
provide quarterly status C-2009-216
Photos by Marvin Smith
reports to the Culture Left to right: Wessel, Sivic, GonzalezC-2009-207
Steer ing Committee Sanabria and Flash (Woodling not pictured) answer questions
on the processes, key during the Cultural Improvement Forum. Inset photo: Dr.
issues, barriers, actions Whitlow pledges his commitment to cultural change.
and milestones in their
plans. Olga Gonalez-Sanabria, director
her team established a comprehensive
of the Engineering Directorate, reported
and systematic engineering model
Continued on page 2

Four NASA Glenn senior leaders have
received the prestigious Presidential Rank
Awards for 2008.

Each year, the president honors a small
group of senior executives and senior
career employees who have achieved
results and consistently demonstrated
a commitment to excellence in public
service.

Award winners are chosen after a
rigorous selection process. To qualify,
individuals must be nominated by their
agency heads,evaluated by boards comprised of private citizens and approved
by the president. The evaluation criteria
focuses on leadership and results.
Continued on page 3
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PLUS...Upcoming Events, Retirements,
Obituaries and more

Calendar
YURI’S NIGHT EVENT: Glenn’s
Developing Professionals Club will host
Yuri’s Night on April 10, from 8 p.m. to
2 a.m.at the Great Lakes Science Center.
Contact Stacey Bagg, 216–433–3792.
AFGEMEETING: AFGE LOCAL 2182 will
hold its next membership meeting on
Wednesday, May 5 at 5 p.m. at Denny’s
Restaurant, 25912 Lorain Road, North
Olmsted.
IFPTE LOCAL 28, LESA MEETING: LESA
will hold its next membership meeting
on Wednesday, May 12 at noon in the
Small Dining Room of the Employee
Center, building 15.
CENTERWIDE SAFETY EVENT: Mark
your calendar for Thursday, May 20, when
NASA Glenn will host a Safety StandDown/Safety Awareness Day in the
Hangar, where every employee of the
NASA Family will be reminded “SAFETY
Starts With YOU.”
NASA RETIRED WOMEN’S LUNCH:
The next luncheon will be held on
Thursday, May 20 at noon at Coppertop
at the Cherokee Hills Golf Course, 5740
Center Rd. (Rt. 303) in Valley City. Call
Gerry Ziemba at 330–273–4850 to
reserve a seat.
ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN HERITAGE
MONTH EVENT: Members of the
Asian Pacifc Islander Advisory Council
(APIAC) are looking for vacation digital
photographs from countries represented by the APIAC to include in their
slide show during the observance on
May 21. Contact Fran Lawas–Grodek at
216–433–5052 for details on how to
submit the photos.

DEADLINES
News items and brief announcements
for publication in the May issue is
noon, April 16. Larger articles require
at least 1 month notice.
http://aerospacefrontiers.grc.nasa.gov

Hermes
Award

NASA NIGHT AT PROGRESSIVE
FIELD: Mark your calendar for Saturday,
May 22 when the Cleveland Indians
take on the Cincinnati Reds. Astronaut
Mike Foreman will throw out the frst
pitch.Pregame and in-game activities are
planned. Stay tuned to Today@Glenn for
details on discounted tickets.
STAFF NEEDED FOR OUTREACH
EVENTS: Staffers are needed to cover
Community and Media Relations venues:
Chippewa Valley Air Show, June 5–6,
Eau Clair, Wis.; Spaceport USA, June
14–18, Rochester, NY; Boy Scouts of
America Jamboree, July 26–Aug. 4, Ft.AP
Hill, Va.; MERFI Air Show, Sept. 11–12,
Urbana, Ohio. Contact Mack Thomas at
216–433–3057.
LLF GOLF OUTING: The annual
Lewis Little Folks (LLF) golf outing will
take place on Friday, June 25 at BobO–Links in Avon. All are welcome. For
information, call 216–433–5264.
VOLUNTEERS N E E D E D F O R
S C H O O L PARTNERSHIP: The
Educational Programs Offce is recruiting
volunteers to support the MC2STEM High
School as part of a new center partnership.
Volunteers are needed for tutoring, job
shadowing, career presentations, and
as subject matter experts for projects.
Contact Carolyn Hoover at 216–433–6372.
GET “MORE” OUT OF YOUR
INTERNS: Antoine Moss, a co-op and
Ph.D. student in the Human Capital
Development Branch, recently published
a book titled, “Learn to Intern CEO
Style.” The book is available at the NASA
Exchange Store and through the NASA
Glenn Library.

N

Summer Tours

ASA Glenn invites the general
public to tour its laboratory and
testing facilities on the frst and
third Saturday of each month this
summer.
Tours are free to all ages, available
to U.S.citizens and foreign national
students in grades K–12. A NASA
bus will start the tours from Glenn’s
Briefng Center at 10:30 a.m., and
run every hour with the last tour
departing at 1:30 p.m.
The April and May tours include:
April 17 & May 15—Zero Gravity
Research Facility
May 1—Green Lab Research
Facility
For further information and list of
all the tours, or to reserve a spot,
call 216–433–9653, or visit
http://visit.grc.nasa.gov.

In Memory
John M. Yuhas, 79,
who retired in 1982
with 22 years of federal service,diedOct.19,
2009. Yuhas worked
in the Grounds Maintenance Section, where
he was named section
Yuhas
chief and earned several awards for safety. Prior to joining
the NASA family, he worked in the construction industry. Yuhas was an active
member in the center’s Supervisors Club,
including serving as president. He served
in the U.S. Navy from 1948 to 1950.

Glenn Women Highlighted in Air & Space Exhibit

The International Women’s Air & Space Museum, located at Burke Lakefront

Airport in downtown Cleveland, will be celebrating the 100th anniversary of
women in powered fight with an exhibit devoted to women from Ohio who have
made contributions in aviation and space.The 100 Ohio Women in Air & Space
will feature biographies, photographs and over 50 artifacts highlighting women
in all facets of aviation and space, including pilots, fight attendants, astronauts
and engineers. Glenn employees Kim deGroh, Tammy
Harrington, Dr. Yolanda Hicks, Dr. Jih-Fen Lei, Adabelle
Narvaez-Legeza, Ann Over and Olga Gonzalez–Sanabria
are featured in the exhibit.The exhibit is scheduled to run
April 24, 2010 to January 2, 2011.
APRIL 2010
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News and Events
Native American Journeys ›
Richard Heller, a former NASA scholar who is now an engineer
at Sandia National Laboratories, and Brian Hammill, an Army C-2011-49 08
veteran ranked among the top 10 hoop dancers in the world,
offered a diverse bill of fare at the annual Native American Observance themed,
“Food for Thought.” Heller (inset photo), a member of the Chickasaw Nation, shared
highlights of his career inspired by culture, educational opportunities and lasting
relationships at NASA. Hammill (pictured with hoops), a member of the Ho-Chunk
Nation, demonstrated intricate hoop maneuvers, while sharing the symbolism and
relevance in Native American culture. His fute playing was an added treat.

ˇ Senior Leader Retirement Celebrations
C-2011-49 46

Photos by Bridget Caswell

Toys For Tots Contributions ˇ

C-2011-5035

C-2012-210

C-2012-198

C-2011-5012

The Veterans Awareness Committee (VAC)
extends a huge “thank you” to all who supported
the 2011 Toys for Tots Campaign. Donation boxes
were deployed around the center, including at OAI
and building 500. With your support, the VAC gave
Marine Sgt. Bostic 10 boxes full of toys and more
than $500. Pictured, left to right (standing): VAC
members Rick Reames, Jim Fleet, Johnny Napier,
Mark Hyatt, Sgt. Bostick, Linda McMillen, Tom
Hartline and (kneeling) David Stringer.

NASA Glenn employees expressed best wishes
to senior leaders Vernon "Bill" Wessel, associate
director, and Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria, director of
engineering, during recent retirement receptions.
Colleagues, family and friends shared personal
and professional anecdotes and thanked the leaders
for their significant contributions. Pictured are
Wessel and Gonzalez-Sanabria with framed collages.
Above: Gonzalez-Sanabria a nd husband, Rafael
Sanabria, NASA Safety Center deputy director, with
granddaughter, Dahlia. Left: Wessel and his wife
Cynthia cut his retirement cake.

Photos by Michelle Murphy and Marvin Smith
Photo by Lee Monai

Agency Historians Unite ›
Glenn hosted historians and archivists from
across the agency for the NASA History Program’s
annual meeting last November. Part of the 3-day
event included presentations by local historians/
archivists from the International Women’s Air &
Space Museum, Air Race Historians, the John Glenn
Archives at The Ohio State University, the T. Keith
Glennan collection at the Case Western Reserve
University’s Archive of Contemporary Science and
Technology, as well as Auburn University history
professor and Neil Armstrong biographer, James
Hansen. The group also toured several facilities at
Lewis Field and Plum Brook Station.
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C-2011-4306

Photo by Bridget Caswell

End of Year All
Hands Celebration

C-2011-4886

A Year Well Done!
Center Director Ray Lugo and his senior leadership team
gathered together employees to thank them for their
hard work over 2011 and to look ahead to 2012 during
the End of Year All Hands and Holiday Gathering on
Treats and conversation.
Dec. 14. In his address, Lugo highlighted a few
of the many technological accomplishments at
Plum Brook Station and Lewis Field over the
year. He introduced Glenn's resident astronaut
Greg Johnson, who will serve as associate
director of the External Programs Division
for a 1-year term. Johnson, along with 2011
Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) Chairman
Fred Holland, pulled the winning ticket for
a raffe that featured a custom-made putter, C-2011-4874
Photos by Bridget Caswell
provided by the Offce of the Director and the Employees cheered for 2011 accomplishments.
Engineering Directorate. Susan Avsec, BAH/
Offce of Chief Financial Offcer, was the lucky winner! A late entry into the
campaign, this fne-crafted putter, engraved with the name “CFC Goal Seeker”
also featured a depiction of the frst footprint on the moon. Johnson later
met employees as he signed autographs. Light refreshments and time with
coworkers rounded out the event.

C-2011-4869

Director Lugo's year-end address.

C-2011-4882

Two Senior Level Managers Retire
Vernon “Bill” Wessel, associate
director, and Olga Gonzalez-Sanabria,
director of engineering, retired on Dec.
31, 2011. Both individuals have made
signifcant contributions to NASA’s
Glenn Research Center.

Wessel

Aerospace Frontiers

Gonzalez-Sanabria

Wessel began his NASA career in 1981 at
NASA Langley following a professional
career with Northrop Corporation,
where he managed technical tasks at
NASA Marshall and subsequently LTV
Corporation at Langley. Well respected
for his knowledge of safety issues, he
joined Glenn in 1987 as director of
Safety and Mission Assurance. He was
appointed associate director in 2006
and served two directors.
During his tenure at Glenn, Wessel
received two NASA Exceptional Service
Medals, the Senior Executive Service
Meritorious Presidential Rank Award and
VOLUME 14
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Senior Executive Service Distinguished
Presidential Rank Award. His integrity
and genuine compassion for others made
him an inspirational and approachable
leader, well respected by peers and
subordinates alike.
Continued on page 2
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New Year's Resolutions
I have never been one to make a New
Year’s resolution. In general, I fnd it’s
a promise you make to yourself that
in most cases, does not get followed
through. For me, a resolution is a
prescription for letting myself down. I
believe the whole notion of a New Year’s
resolution makes sense, and I would love
to be able to follow through; however, I
generally make the mistake of setting my
goals too high. With everything going
on in my life and job, I don’t seem to
make my personal resolutions enough
of a priority.
The year 2011 has been a mix of the
good and the not so good things that
life brings. I can honestly say I won’t
be sorry to put last year behind me;
although, I can also say there are many
things I will remember fondly about
2011. I guess I am suggesting that it is
better to spend a little time refecting
on some highlights from 2011, and less
time making resolutions in 2012.

I am proud of the
progress we are
mak ing at the Center Director Lugo
center, and really
believe the best days are ahead of us.
I recently learned that we are closing
on a fairly substantial reimbursable
agreement that moves the needle
a little closer toward our goal of
increasing our reimbursable work at
the center. I can also say that we are
making great strides in connecting
with our community partners. The
NASA Glenn Technology Showcases
held last year and the public support
of those activities has been great.
Obviously we made great progress
on our projects in 2011. CoNNeCT is
expected to be shipped early this year
and launched by the summer. Work
on the Centralized Offce Building
is progressing and the Main Gate is
open for business. We have awarded
a number of patents and received

another three R&D 100 Awards.
Last year, we also did a great job
of managing our money, exceeded
the agency’s fnancial metrics, and
awarded the GESS 3 contract. I could
go on and on; however, the bottom
line is that a lot of good things are
happening at Glenn.
I expect that 2012 will not be much
different from 2011, and in some
ways, it may be a little more diffcult.
However, if we continue to work on
our strategy of building relationships,
doing a good job and delivering on
commitments, I believe we can really
move forward on making NASA Glenn
even better than it was in the past.
I look forward to the challenges of the
year ahead and I hope to continue to
earn your confdence and support.
Although we have a ways to go to
achieve our goals, we have already
accomplished a lot.

Emergency and
Inclement Weather
Lines
Lewis Field: 216–433–9328
Plum Brook Station:
419 –621–3333

Wessel and Gonzalez-Sanabria Made Significant Contributions
Continued from page 1

After taking January to relax, Wessel
will be working with ARES Corporation
in extending their presence in the
defense and aerospace communities,
with emphasis on the Midwest.
Gonzalez-Sanabria joined the NASA
workforce in 1979 as a chemical
engineer supporting the Power
Technology Division. Her work led
to subsequent promotions, including
project manager, executive offcer to
the center director and chief of Glenn’s
Plans and Programs Offce.
While working her way through the
ranks to become a senior manager,
Gonzalez-Sanabria became a mentor,
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role model and advocate for women, and
especially Latinos. She was appointed
director of Engineering in 2006. Prior to
this appointment, she served as director
of Engineering and Technical Services,
and director of the Systems Management
Offce. During her tenure at Glenn, she
earned the Senior Executive Service
Meritorious Presidential Rank Award
and NASA’s Outstanding Leadership
and Exceptional Service Medals. Other
honors included the YMCA Women
of Achievement Award, Hispanic
Engineer Executive Service Award,
Women of Color in Technology Career
Achievement Award and a R&D 100
Award. She was inducted into the

Ohio Women’s Hall of Fame in 2003.
She is a patentee and has authored/
co-authored over 30 technical reports
and presentations for journals and
conferences.
Gonzalez-Sanabria’s combination of
talent, hard work and persistence
enabled her to break through the
proverbial “glass ceiling” to become a
well respected woman of NASA. After
retirement, Gonzalez-Sanabria said she
plans to have fun, enjoy life and spend
time with her family, especially her
grandchildren.

—By Doreen B. Zudell

